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ABSTRACT 

AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF CHANGES 
ACCOMPANYING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A 

COMMUNITY-BASED, PARTICIPATORY 
TEAM POLICE ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL 

By 

This exploratory research examined the attitudes 

of (1) citizens, (2) police client�le, and (3) police in 

�n area where a decentralized, participatory (collegial) 

Team Police operation was implem8nted, and compared these 

attitudes with lll :,se in a similar neighborhood policed 1:)y 

a Classical organizational structure and traditional pro

cedures. 

The Team Police Model of this study con�isted 

basically of 15 generalist police officers who, with th2 

participation of local citizens, were responsible for 

definin6 �•olice goals, priorities and procedures and 

providin6 all police services in a precisely defin2d, 

low-economic, minority, residential area of Holyoke, 

Massachusetts for a test period of approximately ni,k 

months. The Team 1.t.� ed collegial methods for decision 
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making and task forces for performing management functions. 

The Team followed a "service", rather than "law enforcement" 

operational philosophy. 

The control neighborhood was policed by an organi

zation arrangement which was in general consistent with 

Classical tenets as stated by Max Weber. A traditional 

"law enforcement" philosophy was used in the Classical 

neighborhood. 

The basic assumption underlying this study was 

police effectiveness in crime prevention and order main

tenance is dependent on a supportive public. The primary 

problem researched was whether public and clientele atti

tudes toward the police were more supportive in the Team 

Police than a Classical Police area. Of secondary concern 

was the impact of the Team Police experiment on police 

officers attitudes. 

The data for the study was obtained by specially 

prepared questionnaires and standardized personality tests 

d . . d " . l" d " 1 11 1 a ministere to experimenta an contro samp es. Pre

and post-test administrations with citizens and police 

officers were accomplished. Police clients received only 

post tests. 
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Among th-� fin-:ings and conclusions related to the 

general research questions were the following: 

1. The attitudes of citizens in the Team neigh
borhood tended to be more favorable toward
the Team Police than were those of citizens
in the Classically Policed neighborhood to
ward their police.

2. 

3. 

Citizen attitudes toward Team Police officers
tended to either remain stable or change in a
positive (supportive) direction between the
pre and post-tests.

Citizen attitudes toward Classical police
either remained stable or changed in a nega
tive direct ion.

4. The attitudes of police clientele in the Team
Police n2ighborhood tended to be more favorable
toward the Team Police than were the attitudes
of clientele, who received services from Class
ically organized police, toward their officers.

5. As a result of the police attention they re
ceived, police clients who received services
from Team police officers reported only posi
tiv2 attitude changes, whereas clients in the
Classical neighborhood reported both positive
and negative changes.

6. Team Police officers (volunteers) reported a
preference for involving themselves in a
wider range of activities than did police
officers in the Classical area.

7. Team Police officers reported a preference to
use less formal methods than arrest or standard
operating procedures for resolving clientele
problems than did police officers in the Class
ical area.

8. EthnQcentrism scores indicated Team Police
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officers were significantly less prejudiced 
than police officers in the Classically or
ganized area. 

9. Although Team Police officers' scores tended
to reflect lower authoritarianism, more toler
ance for ambiguity, and more flexibility, the
difference between Team Police and Classical
Police mean scores were not significant at
a p C. 05.

Perhaps the most important conclusion to be de

rived from this study is that, contrary to conventional 

wisdom, the collegial Team Police Model as implemented 

in this project did not have a negative impact on any 

variable investigated. The positive impact of the project 

on most variables supports the value of further research 

with a community-based, collegial team organizational 

structure for police services. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past century changes in society have 

been both rapid and extensive. They range from techno

logical developments such as the automobile and elect

ronic data processing to modifications of values con

cerning "good", "bad", "right" and "wrong. " 

In the area of social relations, some scholars 

have expressed a belief that changes have been and are 

in the direction of democratization. 1 They claim the

changing environment of organizations from competitive 

to interdependent, stable to turbulant, and simple to 

complex ensure the inevitability of organizational de

signs more conducive.to democracy.2 The consequences

predicted for organizations which resist internal demo

cratization include high employee cynicism, low product

ivity, organizational ineffectiveness and possible organ

izational death. 3

Although the validity of such observations and 

contentions still lacks conformation, organizations 

1 
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throughout the United States and the world have under

gone extensive democratization in recent years. 4 Some 

school systems have been redesigned to facilitate in

creased student, teacher, and citizen influence. A 

number of manufacturing concerns such as General Motors 

and Texas Instruments have undergone organizational 

changes which give employees greater influence and de

cision making power. Most governmental agencies, in

cluding the armed forces, are more open and less auto

cratic than was formerly the situation. While evalu

ations of the impact of such democratization on these 

organizations are far from conclusive, some reports 

have reflected favorable results. 

The Problem 

As amply illustrated in literature, police 

agencies in the United States have been ineffective 

regardless of the criteria used for evaluation.5 Police

contend their major responsibility is to prevent crime, 

yet the Uniform Crime Reports indicated that reported 

index crimes increased 157. 6% between 1960 and 1973. 6

Poli8e frequently take pride in being responsible for 

apprehending law violators and providing evidence for 
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their convictions. However, the police overall clear

ance rate for reported index crimes in major cities was 

approximately 21%* in 1973. 

Police effectiveness in maintaining order and 

protecting constitutional rights is more difficult to 

assess. However, if one considers the civil disorders 

in recent years that have occurred at the point of some 

police intervention and the accounts of police opposi

tion to constitutionally guaranteed rights there is 

room for reasonable doubt about police effectiveness 

in these areas. 8

Some scholars believe that given contemporary 

attitudes and limitations on governmental agencies, im

provements in police effectiveness are directly related 

to the police ability to secure citizen cooperation. 

For the past twenty years, Professor Louis Radelet of 

Michigan State University has contended the effective

ness of police in a democratic society is heavily de-

pendent on police being " a part of, rather than 

*If estimated unreported crimes were added to
the reported the apprehension rate would drop to app
roximately 10% since approximately 50% of the major 
crime goes unreported. In addition, if instead of 
"clearance rate", one were to consider the true appre
hension rate (total crimes/number of apprehensions) the 
effectiveness of police agencies would appear even worse. 
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apart from their community. " Recently Professor Albert 

Reiss has been more specific in pointing out " . . .  the 

capacity of the police to solve crime is severely limit

ed by .citizens, partly owing to the fact that there is 

no feasible way to solve most crimes except by securing 

the cooperation of citizens to link a person to a crirne. 119

If the contentions of these authorities are valid, police 

organizations should be designed to facilitate communi

cation and cooperation among police officers and citi

zens. In other words, the structure of a police agency 

should ensure citizen access and influence in decision 

making about police goals, procedures, operations, and 

actions. 

In spite of the social changes and tendencies of 

other social organizations toward more flexible, parti

cipatory structures,10 police agencies have resisted 

changes which would ·further democratize their operations . 1 1  

Except for adoption of technology such as radio communi

cations, automobiles, and electronic data processing, 

there have been few changes in the basic approach to 

police organization and management since Sir Robert Peel 

reorganized the London Police in 1829. 12
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Prior to 1970, Holyoke, Massachusetts had severe 

police and community relations problems in a low economic, 

. . f h . 13 minority area o t e city. Police officers were reluct-

ant to enter the area except in compliance to a specific 

dispatch. Citizens in t he heavily Puerto Rican area at 

times would not communicate with police officers and even 

more frequently they refused to provide information concern

ing matters of interest to the pplice. According to police 

reports, assaults on police officers and resisting arrest 

incidents in the area were unusually hi6h. Nearly any 

police attempt to regulate citizens in this area attracted 

a hostile crowd. 

The assumption underlying this study is that a 

supportive public is essential to �aximizing police effect

iveness in crime prevention and order maintenance. In Holy

oke, the traditional organizational arrangements, based on 

Classical Theory, did not appear to be effective in reducing 

tension between police officers and citizens. 14 A community

based, participatory, Democratic Team Police organizational 

model was developed and funded in an experimental effort to 

improve police and coiThnunity relations. The basic problem 

researched in this study is whether improve,nents in public 

attitudes toward the police occurred as a result of this 
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experiment. Of secondary concern is the impact of this 

1nodel on selected attitudes of the officers who were part 

of the Team. 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this st�dy is to investigate changes 

which occurred after the imple,nentation of a community-based, 

participatory Democratic Team Police organizational model 

in Holyoke, and assess the potential value of this arrange

ment as an alternative to the Classical bureaucratic app

roach to organizing for the delivery of police services . 

This study will evaluate three general research questions. 

1. What changes in citizen attitudes toward the
police appear to occur in a neighborhood where
a Democratic Team Police arrangement is imple
mented?

2. What changes in clientele attitudes toward the
police appear to occur in a neighborhood where
a Democratic Tea1n Police arrangement is emple
mented?

3. What changes in attitudes of police officers
appear to occur when these officers are mem
bers of a Democratic Team Police arrangement?

The conclusions from this study should provide in-

formation concerning the potential value of continued exper

i�entation with participatory team police organizational 

arrangements. Further, the study should identify organi

zational changes and research and that might prove 
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fruitful in the future. 

Methods of Study 

This study involves two similar communities in 

Holyoke, Massachusetts. The police organization in one 

of these communities (Ward II) will be maintained as a 

Classical bureaucracy, while the organizational struc

ture and management procedures of the police in the 

second community (Ward I) will be changed to a community

based, participatory, Democratic Team Police Model. 

Pre and post project data for the evaluation of 

the experiment will be collected in both areas. The 

assessment of citizen attitudes will be based on a 

comparison of answers to structured interviews of citi

zens selected randomly from both communities. The assess

ment of police clientele attitudes will be based on a 

comparison of police clientele responses to a structured 

questionnaire. Several standardized instruments will be 

used to obtain information concerning police attitudes 

in both the experimental and control areas. 

In addition, unstructured observations and in

terviews will be used during the course of the experiment 

to obtain qualitative and illustrative data to supplement 
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the quantitive findings. 

Limitations of Study 

This is an exploratory study of an action pro

gram. In spite of a need to maintain control over an 

experiment so as to ensure the integrity of a research 

design, in action programs decision-making officials 

frequently place a higher priority on political and 

administrative considerations than on research. 15 In

the final analysis, the research of this study is con

sidered a lower priority by decision makers than the 

action component of the project. Therefore, the action 

emphasis of the project may result in a less than per

fect implementation of the experimental organization 

model and the research design. 

In addition, the research project is too broad 

and complex for high confidence levels in statements 

about precise cause and effect relationships. While it 

should be possible to make accurate statements about 

changes which occur as a result of the overall experi

ment, it will not be possible to identify with confidence 

the precise variable that produced the change. In addi

tion to the organizational structure itself other 
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variables that might produce significant changes include 

special training, increased training, publicity, the 

"Hawthorne" effect, changes in equipment, use of volun

teers., increased support of police by other social ser-

vice agencies, increased information resources, and in-

creased clerical and para-professional support for the 

Democratic Team Police Unit. 

In respect for these limitations, the interpre

tation of the results will be highly subjective and 

tenuous. Any findings should be subjected to more pre

cise and rigorous research before they are accepted as 

factual. The greatest value of the study may be the 

identification of areas where further research appears 

worthwhile. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this study operational de

finitions have been developed for a number of terms. 

The following are the unique definitions of terms which 

will be used most frequently. 

Beat Commander. A form of team police developed 
by the Detroit Police Department and based on 
the Unit Beat Police Model. The Beat Commander, 
a police sergeant, is responsible for organizing 
and managing police services in a specific 
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geographic area. 16 

British Team Policing. A decentralized, team 
organizational plan which was used in Aberdeen, 
Scotland, and Salford, England, in the late 
1940' s and 1950's. This ap�roach was discon
tinued in the early 1960's. 7 

Bureaucrat. An employee of a bureaucracy. 

Bureaucracy. An organization based on Classical 
Theory.la 

Classical or Bureaucratic Organization Theory. 
Organizational theory based on as assumption of 
universally, good characteristics which appar
ently were first described by Max Weber and 
furthe

20
refined by s�ch scholars as Urwick, 19

White, and Wilson. 1 Its basic character
istics are (a) an organization arrangement 
based on high specialization, (b) a monocrat
ically controlled hierarchy of personnel with 
authority increasing as closeness to the top 
decreases, (c) well defined, written functions 
and procedures which members of the organiza
tion must follow, (d) separation of lower lev
els of organization from politics, and (e) an 
established career system ranging from a bot
tom level entry point to the top organizational 
positions with selection and promotion based 
on job performance. 

Citizen. Any member o f  the public regardless 
of nationality who lives in an area served by 
the specific police under consideration. 

Collegial Organization. An organization char
acterized by group or colleague, as opposed to 
autocratic, authority and decision making. 

Community-based Organization Structure. An 
organizational design characterized by decent
ralization of policy and procedure development 
to a neighborhood level. The operations of the 
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or6anization is normally restricted to within 
defined neighborhood boundaries. 

Community Centered Team Police. A form of Team 
Police based on the Democratic Model as modified 
by the Dayton, Ohio, Police Department. It 
differs from the Democratic Model in that it 
retains formal s��ervisors with authority to
manage the team. 

Crime Control Team. A form of team policing 
developed in Syracuse, New York. It was re
leived of community service responsibilities 
and assigned exclusive responsibility for
crime in a well-defined geographic area. 23 

Democratic Team Police. An organizational 
design (Model) which is characterized by 
Team Police operations, citizen and police 
officer participation in the establishment 
of prioritie� operational procedures, and 
management, and flexible, situational lead
ership. 24 

Decentralized. Refers to lodging responsi
bility and authority at a low level in the 
organization. In this study it is used in 
reference to authority to make decisions 
normally about policy, management, proce
dures and actions of police. 

Fluid Patrol. A police patrol strategy 
developed and first utilized by the Tuscon, 
Arizona, Police Department in an effort to 
more effectively integrate data processing 
and personnel to reduce crime. It places 
the responsibility and authority for shift
ing patrol officers with crime problem 
changes on the sergeant. The sergeant has 
at his disposal increased information and a 
team of 5 to 8 police patrol officers. 25 

Generalist-Specialist. A police officer who 
performs all police responsibilities but also 
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is a highly competent �gecialist in a single 
aspect of poli ce work . 

Police Client. Any person who seeks service 
from the police. 

Situational Leadership or Supervision. A form 
of flexible leadership, as opposed to formally 
appointed permanent leadership, where the lead
er is designated by his peers for a situation. 
Normally, a collegial group has the authority 
to appoint such a leader, formally or by con
sensus, and the leadership responsibility is 
flexible enough to facilitate changes as the 
group needs a leader with different skills or 
knowledge. 

Team Police. Any police organizational design 
which consists of 6 to 50 officers as a group 
assigned the responsibility of providing all 
or nearly all police services in a specifi
cally designated geographic area. 

Unit Beat Policing. A form of Team Policing 
developed in 1965 by the British which con
sists of two beat constables, an investi

2
ator,

a motorized beat officer and a collator. 7 

Organization of Study 

The general. plan is to present this study in 

five chapters. Chapter two is a review of the litera

ture related to team police organizations and the re

ported effects of such organizational design. The 

third chapter describes the urban environment of the 

Holyoke Team Police experiment, characteristics of the 

Democratic Team Police organizational design, specific 
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hypotheses to be tested, and the research design of 

the study. Chapter four will both review the imple

mentation of the project and report the research re

sults. The summary, conclusions, and implications for 

further research appear in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF· LITERATURE 

The structural model most frequently utilized 

by American police departments is a rational, hierar

chical arrangement patterned on the Classical Bureau-

1 cratic deial type as promulgated by Max Weber. The

most salient characteristics of an organization based 

on this typology are: 2

1. A formal structure defined by a hierarchy
with centralized authority.

2. A division of labor into functional spec
ialities. 

3. Written standardized operating procedures
for the conduct of organizational activity.

4. A formally defined career system with a
common entry point for employees, career
routes which follow the organizational
hierarchy, and promotions based on imper
sonal evaluations of employees by superiors.

5. Management conducted through a formal, mono
cratic system of routinized superior-subor
dinate relationships.

6. A system of employee status which is dir
ectly related to their positions (jobs)
and ranks rather than birthrights or family
status.

17 
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Proponents of the Classical or Universalist 

School of Management believe an organization with these 

characteristics is the most effective possible structure. 3 

They believe such an organization design will result in 

well integrated employee efforts which make a maximum 

contribution to the achievement of the purposes of the 

organization. They feel the well-defined, and stable 

nature of a bureaucratically arranged organization enables 

employees to concentrate almost exclusively on assigned 

tasks. They support those aspects of the design that 

facilitate the impersonal treatment of clients and employ

ees. · They view the handling of similar problems in a 

similar fashion as desirable and fair. 

Prescriptive authors of the police field have 

been among those who have la1Jded this Bureaucratic app

roach to organization and afforded it high esteem. 4

However, in recent years an increasing number of people 

have questioned the utility of this organizational app

roach for police. 5
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General Criticisms of Bureaucratic Theory 

Criticisms of the Bureaucratic approach to police 

organization include the general criticisms of Classical 

Orga�ization Theory as well as some criticisms which are 

specifically related to problems accompanying the appli

cation of Bureaucratic Theory to police operations. Mo

dern literature is filled with general criticisms of 

bureaucratic theory. 6 The most frequent general criti

cisms fall into one of four categories. 7

1. The Cultural Bound Nature of Classical Bureau
cratic Theory. Weber's normative conclusions
about organizations were founded on his obser
vations and studies on early military organi
zations, the Catholic Church, and the Prussian
army. Therefore, his theorectical concepts
quite naturally reflect the authoritarian
biases of such systems.

2. Classical Bureaucratic Theory Mandates Atti
tudes Toward Employees and Clients be Incon
sistent with the Humanistic Democratic Values
of the United States. Managers in organiza
tions adhering to Classical philosophy are
expected to" view employees and clients of the
organization as "cogs" that can be relatively
easily replaced. The individual value of each
person, a fundamental assumption of American
culture is foreign to such Classical Organi
zation concepts.

3. Bureaucratically Structured Organizations
Demand and Support Employees who Demonstrate
Immature Personality Traits. Employees of
Classical Bureaucratic Organizations are ana
loguous to children in a family--they are ex
pected to obey orders and carry out assignments.
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This situation is best illustrated by tradition
alists among military officers who are fond of 
telling their enlisted subordinates, "You're not 
paid to think, you' re to do as you' re ordered . '' 
Employees who do not question, but blindly obey 
every regulation and order are rewarded, whereas 
mature persons who raise legitimate questions 
about the organization-. and its activities are 
often ostracized an d punished. Such behavior 
discourages attitudes of independence that are 
characteristic of a more adult personality. 

4. Classical Bureaucratic Organizations are Unable
to Cope with Environmental Changes; therefore,
They Eventually Become Obsolete and Dysfunctional.
The hierarchical organizational structure and
related Classical Theory power arrangements
stifle communications and restrict information
about both the internal and external environ
ments of the organization; therefore, such
organizations find it difficult to detect and
respond to changes. In addition, the emphasis
upon routinization of organizational activities
creates inflexibility in employee and organiza
tional behavior and reduces the organization's
ability to adapt to change.

One of the most comprehensive summaries of the

early research findings concerning the requirements for 

effective management is offered by Rensis Likert: 8

1. Supervisors and managers who are "employee
centered" rather than exclusively "job
centered" tend to get better results.

2. Employees work�ng under strong pressure for
higher productivity, or strong pressure for
acceptance of specific tasks, tend to per
form less well.

3. Close supervision tends to accompany poor
performance rather than good performance.
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4. Freedom to set one ' s  own work methods and
work pace, within broad limits, is connect
ed with good performance.

5. A high degree of mutual rather than one-way
influence is associated with good performance.

6. Organizations with greater diffusion downward
of control and influence, and wider partici
pation in decisions, tend to show better re
sults.

7. Better and poorer supervisors and managers
are relatively undifferentiated with res
pect to fulfilling the task-centered as
pects of their responsibilities but are
differentiated a great deal with respect
to activities representing concern for
subordinates ' well-being, training and
development, self-confidence, security,
encouragement of free communication.

8. Supervisors and managers who are aware of
and utilize group processes tend to achieve
better results.

In reaction to these findings, Likert concluded: 

Research findings, such as referred to briefly in 
(the preceeding) statements, show that there are 
important inadequacies in the organizational manag
erial theories upon which most American business 
organizations and governmental agencies base their 
present operating procedures. These inadequacies 
are clearly evident when the procedures used by 
the highest producing managers and supervisors are 
compared with the procedures called for by the 
standard practices of their organization. When 
this comparison is made, it becomes clear that 
the high produc ing managers an d supervisors are 
deviating in important and systematic ways from 
those advocated by their company and from the 
underlying theory upon which these procedures are 
based. 
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10 Douglas McGregor contended that Classical 

Theory is based on a wholly inaccurate assumption about 

human nature and human behavior which in turn results 

in unproductive managerial strategies. This set of 

assumptions, which he called Theory X are: 

1. The average human being has an inherent dislike
of work and will avoid it if possible.

2. Most people must be coerced, controlled, direct
ed, threatened with punishment to get them to
put forth adequate eff ort toward the achievement
of organizational objectives.

3. The average human being prefers to be directed,
wishes to avoid responsibility, has relatively
little ambition, wants security above all.

H d. dll e pre 1.cte , " 1 h . . .  so ong as t e assumptions 

of Theory X continue to influence managerial strategy, 

we will fail to discover, let alone utilize, the potentials 

of the average human being. " 

Criticisms of Police Application of Classical Theory 

Criticism of the bureaucratic model for police 

organizations is not restricted to contemporary litera

ture. William Tallock was critical of the police of 

Paris even before the start of the 20th century. He 

noted that the Parisian police were, by military (or 

12Classical) standards, nearly a "perfect" system. 
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. . .  The Parisian Police system has been ostenta
tiously held up, in some quarters, as a piece of 
executive machinery worthy of the admiration of 
the world. But, with all of this marvelous elab
oration, it has resembled a beautiful piece of 
clockwork, lacking in its chief function of keeping 
�ime . . . .  The murders, robberies, and other evils 
of Paris, which take place without detection, or 
punishment, are notorious throughout Europe. 

Tallock suggested the inadequacies of the Pari

sian Police could be attributed to the over reliance on 

the military model of organization : 13

. . .  it is that mere military police, in Paris and 
other Continental cities, fail in the highest 
functions of first class organizations. Their 
anteceedents, as a body, have not qualified them 
for the lively independent exercise of their own 
intellects, in the double work of detection and 
prevention, but have positively unfitted them for 
such important service. In other words, the very 
foundation of military efficiency (the tendency 
to rely on rules and commands rather than think 
out and devise for oneself) is one of the chief 
sources of incompetency, as respects the highest 
of police functions. 

Modern critics of the police reliance on bureau

cratic theory frequently focus their attention on prob

lems, supposedly attributable to Classical Theory, in 

the areas of police and community relations and police 

morale and behavior. 14 Possible relationships between

Bureaucratic Theory and problems in these two areas merit 

further discussion. 
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Bureaucracy and Police-Community Relations 

In a democracy it is assumed that governmental 

agencies, including the police, will reflect the prior

itie? and preferences of the citizens being served. 15

However, the very features of bureaucracy that facili

tate stability, consistency, and predictability; and 

ensure impersonal, universal treatment for employees 

and clients may have a detrimental impact on the rela

tionship between citizens and police.16 

Consider, for example, the impact of consolid

ating small police organizations and raising the level 

of ultimate control over them in a manner consistent 

with the tenets of Bureaucratic Theory. Theoretically 

such action should result in efficiencies of scale and 

increase organizational efficiency. In reality, it 

results in the development of a standard operating pro

cedure and the application of this procedu re to a 

broader segment of the population. The possible conse

quences of such action is explained in the following 

illustration. 17

Assume that those who have the greatest economic 
advantage and the most political influence feel 
a need to eliminate inoperable vehicles from the 
city. Since they are politically powerful they 
have no difficulty impressing upon the equally 
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middle class police management the importance of 
strictly enforcing (a law to eliminate the inop
erable vehicles). In accordance with Classical 
Theory a uniform policy is developed for imple
menting the law and officers throughout the city 
are instructed to enforce the law in a "non
discriminatory" fashion (that is, they cannot 
make exceptions to the enforcement policy) ,  and 
they carry out the policy in a highly impersonal 
manner. 

Although not blatantly apparent, this kind of 
enforcement is highly discriminatory . First, 
the lower income citizens are generally the 
only people who have inoperable vehicles where 
the police can detect them; second, lower in
come people cannot afford to maintain their cars 
in as good a state of repair as higher income 
people; and third, lower income people need the 
parts from their inoperable autos to repair the 
ones they are currently driving. In addition, 
an abandoned vehicle law has no social utility 
for people with lower incomes if they are not 
disturbed by  the presence of inoperable cars. 
The value of having a vehicle may be of greater 
utility to them than a tidy backyard. 

Hence, while a policy may reflect the desires 

of many people in the community, it may also bring the 

police into conflict with a sizeable minority of the 

citizens who are less powerful. Therefore, rather than 

following the Bureaucratic typology, an organizational 

arrangement which would permit policy differentials so 

as to more closely reflect the preferences and needs of 

citizens from all socio-economic groups may create fewer 

tensions and better serve the needs of a b roader range 
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of citizens. 

Classical Bureaucratic Theory supports central

ization of police decison making. As the police opera-

tions become more centralized, they move further away 

from the basic goal of democracy- --guaranteeing every 

citizen access to and influence with governmental agencies.18 

Under a highly developed police bureaucracy, many citi-

zens, particularly minorities, view their police as 

essentially beyond their understanding and control. 

Often both the police and minority group members reduce 

their interaction and view each other with distrust 

and suspicion. Jeffrey Freund described the consequences : 1 9

The mutual isolation and fear of the symbolic assail
ant by both blacks and the police can hardly help 
but lead to conflict between the two groups. Police 
in many black neighborhoods, in an effort to main-
tain "law and order" while at the same time protect-
ing themselves from danger, often abuse their dis
cretion when dealing with blacks. In return for 
this abuse, the urban black often manifests his 
hate and fear of the police, reinforcing the police 
belief that their acti cns are justified. 

Highly centralized police organizations may be 

too inflexible to provide personalized attention to the 

problems of subgroups. The larger and more centralized 

a police agency bec anes the more impersonally its agents 

behave toward citizens. The more heterogenous the society 
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served by a centralized police agency, the more sub

groups that will be irritated by any single policy. 

The more highly centralized the police structure, the 

greater the probability of reduced communications be

tween police officers and citizens. These situations 

appear to impede the establishment of either a role 

consensus or mutual trust between minority groups and 

the police. Without the existance of such agreement 

and trust, the relationship between police and the 

public is likely to be strained. 

Bureaucracy and Police Attitudes and Behavior 

If employees in a democratic environment are to 

be satisfied, they must view themselves as valuable and 

making worthwhile contributions to society. 20 Their

jobs must be challenging and rewarding enough that they 

can have a sense of pride and self-importance from per

forming them. 21 In some respects the Classical Bureau

cratic theory creates a. machine-like organizational 

model in that it encourages one to view employees as 

easily replaceable cogs. 22 Even Max Weber has been

quoted as condemning this aspect of bureaucracy. 23
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. . .  it is horrible to think that the world could one 
day be filled with nothing but these little cogs, 
little men clinging to little jobs and striving toward 
bigger ones - a state of affairs which is to be seen 
once more, as in Egyptian records, playing an ever
increasing part in the spirit of our present adminis
�rative system, and expecially of its offspring the 
students. This passion for bureaucracy is enough to 
drive one to despair. It is as if in politics we 
were deliberately to become men who need "order" and 
nothing but order, and helpless if they are torn away 
from their total incorporate in it. That the world 
should know illen but these, it is in such an evolution 
that we are already caught up, and the great question 
is therefore not how we can promote and hasten, but 
what can we oppose to this machinery in order to keep 
a portion of mankind free from this parcelling out of 
the soul, from this supreme mastery of bureaucratic 
way of life. 

One of the factors which influence the attitudes 

of police employees is the promotion system. In accord

ance with Bureaucratic Theory, entry level police officers 

have to obtain promotions to supervisory level positions in 

order to receive increases in pay or status. Police employ

ees are hired for one type of job but they are expected to 

strive for promotions to completely different kinds of j obs 

in supervisory positions. Police agencies train an employ

ee to a high level of competency in job performance and 

then frequently the employee is promoted to a supervisory 

position where an entirely different set of skills and apti

tudes are needed. The fact 
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that a good police officer and a police manager may be 

equally important to an organization is not reflected 

in the salary or status arrangements of Classical con

cepts which make it improper to reward a patrol officer 

with a salary or status equal to a top administrator. 

A second factor which may contribute to negative 

attitudes among police employees is the conflict between 

generalists and specialists.24 Specialization in police

organizations has resulted in the most important people 

in the organizations, the generalists or patrol officers, 

becoming report takers and servants for more specialized 

officers such as investigators, juvenile officers, and 

traffic officers. This situation causes tension between 

police generalists and specialists, and results in a 

lack of cooperation toward the accomplishment of common 

goals. The uniformed officer's duties mandate high skill 

and knowledge in handling a wide range of human behavior. 

However, the uniformed officer is accorded low status 

and pay in comparison with the specialist. 

Finally, some feel negative attitudes among 

police officers are caused by their frustration over an 

inability to affect their own working conditions. As 

the educational level of police employees rises, they 
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insist on recognition of their "right" to be involved 

in decision making processes of the police organization. 25

Educated police officers seem to believe they have the 

abil•i ty to make sound decisions about their jobs. Conse

quently, police activism has increased and a number of 

jurisdictions have recognized the legitimacy of police 

employee groups and unions. Such activity is contrary 

to the tene�s of monocratic, Classical Bureaucratic 

Theory, which rations decision making to top level 

administrators and managers. 

In regard to employee behavior, the Classical 

Bureaucratic arrangements should logically ensure 

observance of limitations on behavior by employees. 

Superiors are theoretically given adequate authority 

to ensure that subordinates stay within established 

rules and guide lines. However, in reality such has 

not been the case. Nearly every major study of American 

police in recent years has referred to police deviancy 

. bl 26as a maJ or pro em. 

One hypothesis concerning the reason for this 

situation is that the hierarchy of authority through 

which communications travel distorts and filters infor-

mation. The modification of information is both 
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deliberate and unintentional. 27 The top administrators

seldom get a true picture of how closely bottom level 

suoordinates are following the expectati rns established 

for •them. 28 The Bureaucratic arrangement is such that

when a top official issues a directive to correct a 

situation, which because of earlier information distor

tion has already been preceived inaccurately, the comm

unication will most likely be changed as it travels 

down through the hierarchy; therefore, it will not 

have the intended impact. Even with improved communica

tion, the assumption that formal authority to command 

is sufficient to obtain compliance from subordinates 

appears to be questionable. 29Years ago Chester Barnard 

speculated that authority actually rests with subordin

ates rather than supervisors. Therefore, if the sub

ordinates are not disJX)sed to accept and comply with 

orders from superiors, these orders will have scant 

impact. 

The attempts at correcting this situation to 

ensure managerial control usually involve the estab

lishment of organizational devices which operate out

side the chain of command. JO These units are usually 
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referred to as Internal Affairs or Citizen Complaint 

Units. However, in spite of such mechanisms, in cer

tain types of situations deviancy among lower level 

. police officers is wide-spread. This has caused some 

people to question whether in this society, traditional 

Bureaucratic principles can be used to achieve the ob

jective of adequate control of police behavior. 

Police Modifications in Bureaucratic Model 

In the police field, the most substantial or

ganizational modifications intended to address the pre

ceeding problems have been made under an organizational 

typology called "Team Policing. " The general charact

eristics of Team Police are : 

1. The concept is an open socio-technical
systems model as described by Trist.31
This means the organization is designed
to facilitate a "fit" between citizen
needs, the police officers and the tech
nology available. The responsibilities
of police officers are expanded and they
are organized in teams to facilitate the
formation of natural social groups. Police
officers are placed in closer contact
with citizens through decentralization
of the organization and the use of neigh
borhood meetings. The communications,
records and data processing technology
is modified to better support the team.

2. The concept involves a small group (15- 50)
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of police officers who are expected to form 
a cohesive social-work group. The police 
officers assigned to a police team are 
given relatively permanent, or at least 
long term assignments together in antici
pation of their forming a natural social 
group which will have an efficient comm
unications network, establish behavioral 
norms, and utilize peer-pressure for norm 
maintenance. 

3. The Police Team is assigned the responsibility
for providing all police service in a well
defined geographic area-normally defined as
a neighborhood or community. This means
that responsibility for decisions about
goals, priorities, procedures, and pract-
ices of the police are usually decentral-
ized to the team leader or the entire team.
Usually a team is assured of territorial
integrity (i. e. ,  no other police officers
are permitted to work inside the team's
boundaries without approval of the team
leader or the team).

4. The Team members are given the authority
to participate in decisions about the
best way to carry out their responsibilities.
This usually takes the form of team m.eetings.
In some cases team members are given the
latitude to select their own leaders and
develop operational policies.

The literature contains information about a 

number of different Team Police organizational experi

ments that have been conducted since 1946. The follow-

ing is a review of the literature which describes, 

advocates, or evaluates Team Policing. 
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Aberdeen Team Police 

Apparently, the f irst experiment with Team 

Policing was initiated in 1946 in the Aberdeen, Scotland, 

· Police Department. 32 Samual Chapman describes this first

project in Municipal Police Administration. 33

Team policing called for the dis solution of tradi
tional individual beats, and the areas covered by 
them were organized into large districts. A team 
of from three to nine constables (the number of 
men depending on time of day) was assigned to pat
rol each district. The sergeant in charge of each 
team was given great discretion in choosing the 
method of patrol as well as deciding where the 
available men were to be posted. It was a highly 
fluid, flexible patrol scheme whose success seemed 
linked to team spirit, the evaluation of data from 
police reports of the recent past, and the ser
geant's imagination and ability to asses s current 
needs for police service. 

In essence, this experiment was designed to 

give sergeants greater resp msibility. It also modi

fied the organization · structure to facilitate more 

effective use of the radio and automobile. Although 

cars and wireles s  radios had great potential for im

proving police efficiency, police officials in the 

British Isles were reluctant to abandon walking pat

rols. This technique provided a method for maintaining 

limited foot patrols and increased use of the radio 

and automobile.34
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The Oaksey Committee which evaluated this oper 

ation reported, 35 

The ' Aberdeen' system is not a rival to the beat 
system but a variant development of it. The 

· , Aberdeen' system differs from the beat system
in the fundamental respect that it abolishes the
individual responsibility for a definite area
and substitutes team responsibility of a group
of men for a larger area.

The Oaksey Committee made the following con

clusions about the approach: 3 6

1. The changes in the Sergeants responsibility
. . .  should increase his own and his men ' s
work and therefore improve efficiency.

2. We agree with the opinion expressed that the
psychological effect of being a member of a
team is inclined to increase the efficiency
of weaker members, as an officer is unlikely
to shirk any of his responsibilities because
of the possible reactions of other members
of the team.

3. Despite the removal of officers from walking 
beats, the constables knowledge of an area 
and its inhabitants was not diminished be
cause ( 1) ·constables were instructed to take 
every opportunity to talk with members of the 
public, ( 2) the constables pooled their know
ledge about the area at each change of shift , 
(3) constables were dispatched by "wireless"
and transported by automobile to attend citi
zen complaints.

The Committee in evaluating this approach failed 

to find sufficient evidence to justify strongly endorsing 

it. It concluded: 3 7
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From our enquiries on the spot, we consider that 
the efficiency of policing in Aberdeen has not 
been impaired by the scheme which may prove suit
able in the circumstance existing in that city -
a good testing-ground because of its topograph. 
Aberdeen is a comparatively isolated city in a 

· rural district; there is only a limited amount
of industry and there are widespread residential
areas.

The literature does not contain sufficient in

formation for any evaluation of the experiment. Accord

ing to Sherman the experiment was discontinued in 19 62. 38

Salford Team Police 

Within a year of the release of the Oaksey Re

port on Aberdeen, Chief Constable Alex J. Patterson, 

who was in command in Aberdeen when the first team oper

ation was initiated, had implemented a similar arrange

ment in Salford, England . In a report3 9  dated on Nov

ember 13, 19 50, Patterson, while not mentioning the 

Oaksey Report, concerned himself with proving that Team 

Policing would also improve police operati rns in a highly 

industrial urban area equally as well as in rural Aber

deen. In his report he points out : 40

Salford is a highly industrialized, its industry 
ranging from heavy engineering to making of pre
cision tools and scientific instruments and frolil 
weaving of all classes to garment making on the 
largest scale. The City is heavily built up, and 
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it c rntains important railway marshalling yards 
and canals which criss-cross the City. It is also 
an inland port as the principle docks of the Man
chester Ship Canal lie within the City boundaries . . .
within a radius of 10 miles from Salford, there are 
8 separate Police Forces. 

Patterson claimed Team Policing was implemented 

in Salford in an effort to overcome personnel sho rtages. 

In 1946 Salford would have needed an additional 148 con-

stables to maintain its traditional foot patrol beat 

structure. Patrol cars were superimposed over the 

walking beat system in 1947. Patterson felt this arrange

ment was ineffective and replaced it in one area of the 

C. t . h T f 1 · · 41i y wit a earn system o po icing. 

His stated "principles" of this Team Policing 

were: 

1. To deploy or distribute personnel to the beet
advantage and with the greatest possible effect,
i. e. , to have constables available or posted in
those positions or areas where their services
are most likely to be required;

2. To ensure, so far as practicable, that cons
tables get sufficient work to maintain their
interest and eliminate any danger of boredom;

3. To broaden the experience of the constables
by giving them a wide variety of duties;

4. To avoid routine unimaginative methods and to
introduce an element of surprise so that wrong
doers cannot foretell when or where they may be
confronted by a police officer or caught red
handed;
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5. To instill the ideals of team work and cooper
ation among all personnel of the Division as a
whole and not merely his responsibility for
some part of it;

6. To give the best and most expeditious service
possible to the general public.

As in Aberdeen, the sergeant' s responsibilities

were increased. The sergeant was given a team of app

roximately 9 constables for an 8 hour shift. Each 

Team was assigned to a designated section. It had one 

police vehicle equipped with "wireless. " The Sergeant, 

who was the Team-leader or "Commander in the field, " 

was responsible for deploying the Team members, assign

ing tasks, maintaining close contact with each constable, 

relaying communications between the constables, and 

assisting them in the performance of their jobs. A 

Sergeant was provided a variety of inforillation about 

the crime situation in the area to increase his ability 

to perform his functions. 

Uniformed constables and Criminal Investigation 

Division (C. I.D. ) officers were instructed to coopera te 

closely. C. I.D. officers would give informal "chatty" 

talks to constables about current crime problems, per

sons suspected, the hazardous crime areas and ways con-

stables could apprehend deviates. Uniformed constables 
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who detected a crime or apprehended a criminal were 

permitted to work with C . I.D. officers until the final 

disposition of the case. 

Patterson describes the affect of this team 

system: 42

As happens with many other innovations the system 
was not an immediate success, and it did not get 
properly into ' gear ' until May, 1949, by which 
time many operational difficulties had been mast
ered and the underlying principles assimilated. 
Experienced officers, bred in the tradition of 
the (foot) beat, who were strongly sceptical of 
new methods of policing becaille converts and en
thusiasts, and from that moment the scheme gather
ed momentum guaranteeing its permanent adoption. 
Comradeship began to manifest itself and team 
spirit, coupled with friendly rivalry between 
the teams and resultant pride of achievement, 
became real. From this point efficient opera
tion was assured . . .  

In his 1951 report on the Salford Police, 

Patterson attempted to document his previous claims 

of increased efficiency by comparing crime statistics 

for a three year period (1946-4 7-48) before the Team 

System was implemented with the first three years of 

the Team System (1949- 50-51). In spite of the fact 

that the Department had 12% fewer uniformed constables 

in the latter period, Patterson claimed that under the 

Team System "breaking in" offenses went down 2 3%; 

arrests by uniformed officers increased 109%; and 
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road fatalities went down 25%. 

Patterson attributes the changes in "product

ivity" to improvements in the willingness of officers 

to increase their efforts under the Team System. He 

. 44writes: 

. . .  this (improved productivity) is due in large 
measure to the whole-hearted cooperation, keenness 
and tenacity of the officers and men without which 
no system, however theoretically sound, could oper
ate properly. The never-failing interest and en
thusiasm of the operating personnel have evoked 
very favorable comments from nearly all of the 
many police officers from other forces who have 
visited Salford to inspect the system. Our re
sources may be depleted, but this spirit and the 
effective crutch which the team system provides 
are more than compensatory. 

In spite of Patterson 's glowing description of 

the Salford Team System, Chapman reports that system 

was discontinued in 1962 when Salford authorities be

lieved there were too many miscellaneous service de

tails and fixed duties cutting into a patrol officer' s 

time to permit further effective use of the system. 45

Tucson Fluid Patrol 

In 1962  the Tucson, Arizona, Police Department 

began what appears to have been the first Team Police 

operation in the United States. In an article4 6  en

titled ''Will the Aberdeen Patrol Plan Work in America, " 
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Breglia explains that Tucson adopted the Aberdeen plan 

in an effort to meet the increasing crime problem. He 

describes the purpose of the plans as : 4 7

. . . .  a procedure by which we use selective enforce
ment for patrol the same way we do for traffic. 
Under this system we scrap the regular beat patrol 
sys tern. . . .  It is designed to use selective enforce
ment by taking advantage of massive and rapid com
pilations of crime data through the use of modern 
business machines. A flexible or fluid patrol sys
tem is then utilized to concentrate the deployment 
of manpower wherever the latest data indicates the 
police can do the most good. 

An intent to improve police effectiveness by a 

better integration of police officers and technology is 

also reflected in Breglia' s  summary of the reason for 

using Fluid Patrol : 48

The possibility of out-engineering the criminal 
and providing better police service at cheaper 
cost would be a monumental break-through for law 
enforcement. The trick is to harness the new 
computers in a way that will service police needs 
better. 

Therefore, it appears the "Fluid Patrol Plan" 

of Tucson was basically designed to reduce crime through 

(1) more extensive use of electronic data processing,

(2) fluid patrol boundaries, and (3) decentralization

of responsibility for personnel deployment to the team

leader, a sergeant. The literature does not reflect
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any intent to use fluid patrol to improve police and 

community relations nor the behavior of uniformed offi

cers. The literature about Tucson does not mention any 

notion of team responsibility rather than individual 

responsibility. It makes only brief reference to the 

fact that the concept might result in improvements in 

officers attitudes toward their jobs. 

Even though the officers were organized into a 

team under a single sergeant, there is no indication of 

special efforts to increase patrol officers involvement 

in j ob related decisions. However, the increased res

ponsibility and authority given to first line super

visors was evaluated as having a positive impact on the 

work attitudes of sergeants. One sergeant is quoted as 

saying, "I now feel like a supervisor with a great res

ponsibility and also with wide authority and trust. " 

The literature contains no reports of the impact 

of the Tucson experiment. Perhaps its most significant 

impact was the stimulation of further experimentation 

and research with the team approach in other North Ameri

can cities. 
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President's Commission Report 

The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, 49 a

report of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement 

and . Administration of Justice, provided the first major 

support for the implementation of the concept of team 

policing in the United States by recommending its own 

version of the idea. The recommendation involved 

placing three levels of police officers-Agent, Officer, 

and Community Service Officer-in a community area of 

an urban police jurisdiction under the command of one 

supervisor and charging the supervisor with responsi

bility for providing police services in the area. The 

Report states : 5 0

The agent-officer-community service officer re
commendation made in this chapter has not only 
the improvement of the quality of police personnel 
as its objective, but also a change in the way the 
police work in the field. The concept, which might 
be called "tea,m policing, " is that all police work , 
both patrol and criminal investigation , in a given 
number of city blocks should be under unified com
mand. A "field supervisor" would have under his 
command a team of agents, officers, and community 
service officers. The team would meet at the 
beginning of a tour of duty and receive a briefing 
on the current situation in the neighborhood--
what crimes were unsolved, what suspects were 
wan ted for questioning, what kinds of stolen goods 
to look out for, what situations were potentially 
troublesome and so forth. On this basis the mem
bers would be assigned to specific areas or duties. 
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If conditions warranted it, agents might be assigned 
to investigation. Community service officers might 
be delegated to help either. In specific investiga
tions or incidents, agents would be given authority 
over the actions of CSOs and officers. If the con
ditions in the area changed during the tour, if a 

· major crime was c anmitted or a major d is order erup
ted, the assignments could be promptly changed by
the field supervisor.

This Report resulted in the decision of the 

Office of Law Enforcement Assistance to provide funds 

as an incentive for local police agencies to experiment 

with Team Policing. However, the logic of Team Policing 

would probably have been sufficient to pursuade police 

officials to experiment with the approach even of no 

federal funds had been committed to this end. 

Richmond Team Patrol System 

In 1968 Richmond, California, a city with app

roximately 82, 000 population and problems between its 

142 sworn officers and its substantial minority community, 

initiated a jurisdiction-wide team policing system. 51

This team police effort appears to have been based more 

on research into police organizational problems than any 

previous team police experiment. In contrast to the 

Tucson Fluid Patrol, the Richmond plan also incorporated 

"contributions and suggestions" from uniform patrol 
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officers. The objectives of the Richmond Team Patrol 

System were broader than Tucson's s imple objective of 

increasing arrests. Richmond police managers expressed 

an intent to improve both work attitudes of uniformed 

police officers and police and community relations. 

In regard to police and community relations, 

Phelps and Murphy wrote : 52

Municipal police have been recently criticized for 
not maintaining more citizen-police contact. We 
hope to achieve increased contact by having one 
team member attend neighborhood council meetings. 
Our area and zone borders do not cut across neigh
borhood Group Council boundaries. 

The plan not only expanded the responsibility of 

supervisors, perhaps more importantly , it also initiated 

an expansion of the job of uniformed officers to include 

the responsibility for follow-up investigations. This 

function had traditionally been the exclusive responsi

bility of speciali�ed investigators. In addition, taking 

the advice of the President' s Commission on Law Enforce

ment, so called "para-professional " Community Service 

Officers were assigned to each team to assist the team 

members. 53

Unfortunately Richmond did not initiate any 

systematic research to assess the impact of this system. 
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However, Phelps reports a subjective assessment of the 

effectiveness of the approach indicates it has sub

stantially improved officer work attitudes and police 

. l . 54 community re ation s. In addition, it had, at the

worst, no negative impact on the criminal apprehension 

ability of the Department. 

Syracuse Crime Control Team 

The Syracuse, New York, Police Department, 

supported by LEAA funds, initiated an experiment in 

Team Policing in the sum.�er of 1968. 55 It was labeled

the "Crime Control Team" (CCT) and consisted of a Cap

tain and eight uniformed police officers with the total 

responsibility for reducing crime in a specifically 

designated area of Syracuse. Perhaps the most impor

tant feature of this experiment was the removal of all 

previously establi$hed procedural rules and the allo

cation of broad discretionary authority for operational 

decisions to members of the Team. This appears to be 

the first time such latitude was given to operational 

Team Police officers. 

The formulator of this experiment, James F. 

Elliott, describes it as differing in four ways from 
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h d. . 1 h 1 ·  . 56t e tra itiona approac to po icing: 

1. The CCT officer is concerned only with crime
and he is completely trusted to do his job.

2. The CCT is principally concerned with the
future, not the past.

3. Investigations are carried to completion by
the CCT officer.

4. The CCT is deployed to �atch the temporal vari
ations of the occurance of crime.

The basic goals of the CCT were (1) crime pre

vention, (2) crime interception and (3) criminal invest

igations and apprehension. The organizational modifi

cation for achieving these goals was decentralization 

of responsibility for crime to the CCT. Team members 

were relieved of responsibility for all citizen services, 

public intoxication and automobile problems (traffic 

violations and accident processing) in the area. These 

responsibilities were left with other patrol officers 

who also worked in the same area. 

The CCT was responsible only for answering crime 

related dispatches. In another first, the Team Leader 

was made responsible for twenty-four hour a day deploy

ment of Team officers and he had authority to exercise 

discretion over the way officers handle investigative 
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matters. In addition, the Team Leader had a budget of 

$1, 500 to  spend in any manner he <learned appropriate. 

Further, the Department obligated itself to supply all 

vehicles requested by the Team Leader. Officers of 

the CCT were given the authority to exercise their own 

initiate and judgment in achieving the CCT goals. All 

of these features were innovations which had never pre

viously been operationalized. 

The Team ' s  performance was guaged by (1) the 

extent to which it reduced crime and (2) the propor

tion of crimes cleared as compared to crimes reported. 5 7

An assessment of the reduction of crime was made simply 

by comparing the number of crimes reported for a period 

of time immediately preceeding the experiment with a 

post experiment period of the same length in both 

experimental and control areas. 

After evaluation, Elliott and Sardino con-

5 8  
eluded : " ... the experiment demonstrated that the 

Crime Control Team's mode of operation is superior 

to the conventional mode. " However, they admitted 

an inability to determine what aspects of the CCT 

caused it to be superior. Their observations stress 
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the apparent value of the increased police and community 

interaction to the overall improvement of police opera

tions. 

The evaluators admitted the influence of im

proved community relations was something they had not 

seriously anticipated at the outset of the experiment: 5 9

Although the importance of community relations was 
recognized during the planning stages of the exper
iment , it was essentially viewed as a means of in
forming the beat population of the plans of the 
police. The possibility of obtaining the active 
cooperation of the citizens was not seriously 
considered . . .  

They seem to leave do doubt that the conclusion 

of others before them concerning the va lue of police and 

. . 60community cooperation was accurate: 

One of the reasons the Team became a part of the 
community was because the Team members could see 
how their community relations efforts were paying 
off in the very real sense of clearing crimes . . .  

Perhaps the most serious shortcoming of the re

searchers in the Syracuse project was their failure to 

recognize that the community service activities, which 

they removed from CCT responsibilities , can be extremely 

important to police and canmunity relations. The limit

ation of the CCT officers to criminal responsibilities 

may have reduced the ability of the Team to accrue 
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citizen support and further improve its overall effect-

iveness. 

The Issue of Community Control 

The potential of a decentralized police opera

tion to improving the ability of citizens in urban 

areas to influence the priorities and operational 

techniques of police did not go unnoticed by citizens 

concerned with police behavior. In 1968 The Center 

for Emergency Support in Washington, D. C. , released a 

61 paper, '�he Police in Crises in Washington: Is

Community Control the Answer?"  This paper concluded 

that decentralization of police operations in Washing

ton, D. C. could be expected to substantially reduce 

police �isconduct and render the police operations 

more responsible to the preferences of local neighbor-

hood people. It s_tates : 62

Under community control the police would presumably 
identify with the community and could become advo
cates of community causes, instead of unsympathetic 
or hostile to them as the Kerner Commission study 
indicates they now are . . •. not only could the 
police function and the police attitudes be changed 
by community control, but also the manner of en
forcing laws. There is no reason why in areas 
where residents have backyards and air-conditioned 
living rooms for socializing the disorderly con
duct statute must be enforced in exactly the same 
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manner as in poor black communities where housing 
conditions are crowded and such socializing is nec
essarily done on the front steps. There is no rea
son why residents of these respective areas should 
not have a formal means of making their wishes 
known as to how they would like policemen to exer
cise their discretion. 

In 1969 a discussion conference co-sponsored 

by the Institute for Policy Studies and the Center for 

the Study of Law and Society of the University of Cal

ifornia at Berkeley focused on community control of 

the Police. 63 This conference concluded that improved

mechanisms for citizen influence of police operations 

are in the best interest of a democratic society and 

t d th d 1 f d. 64sugges e ree mo e s  or procee ing: 

1. Neighborhood political control over on-the-beat
policemen through elections, etc. , of neighbor
hood commissions with full or considerable pow
er over the police, or the creation of new
neighborhood based police.

2. Creation of counter-police organizations (in
effect, unions of those policed) with a poli
tical base· and an ability to hear grievances
and force change.

3. Transformation of the police "profession" and
role so as to end isolation of the police from
the rest of the community, and thus to estab
lish de facto community control by informed,
rather than formal, means.

Although the participants did not agree on the

precise course of action which they would endorse, they 
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52 

Any of these approaches would require great energy 
and political support to create, almost certainly 
against the wishes of police departments. Two 
approaches to creating this support seem possible: 
Urging decentralization and community control as 
valuable to all American communities for the sake 
of their own direct relations with the police; and 
urging community control in black neighborhoods, 
either on the ground that black communities, as a 
result of the emergence of black people, are. mor
ally and politically entitled to that c ontrol or 
on the ground that achieving it will be the only 
way to protect the peace and order of the whole 
city. 

Perhaps as a result of this conference an alli

ance of students and minority people in Berkeley began 

an ultimately unsuccessful movement to decentralize 

Berkeley police. 66 Their plan, which was rejected by

the voters, was to decentralize the Berkeley Police 

Department under elected Community Police Boards in 

three "communities" of the city. 

The legality and rationality of such an approach 

had been argued in the prestigious California Law Review 

in October, 1969. 
67

The author of the article had concluded: 

The only satisfactory method of assuring equal and 
satisfactory police protection in the ghetto is to 
establish a black police force, responsive to the 
problems and needs of the ghetto and ghetto resi
dents. It is only after this has been done that 
economic and educational programs can have the 
impact and results contemplated by their framers. 
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Such pressures for decentralization of police 

brought a vigorous response from no less than the Dir

ector of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, J. Edgar 

HoQver, who in an editorial. in the FBI Bulletin wrote: 6 8

Groups have been established to gain "community 
control" over police departments. Some, receiving 
financial support from well-meaning but misled 
organizations, have set up ' police watching ' pro
grams . Some spokesmen advocate that each- city 
ghetto be given public funds and authorized to 
form its own racially segregated police force. 
Others say college youths should not be subjected 
to contacts by police officers, and that only 
specially trained, highly paid, unarmed, elite 
police forces should be used to handle civil 
demonstrations. If these ideas and techniques 
seem half-baked, it is because they are. 

Dutch Neighborhood Policing 

The Dutch, having traditionally utilized a 

policing system based primarily on walking beats staffed 

by uniformed police officers, enjoyed a close relation

ship between poliGe and citizens. However, in the 1950 ' s, 

pressures for increased operational efficiency motivated 

police officials in Arnheim to increase their utiliza-

69 tion of motorized patrols. After initiating these 

patrols, the officials observed a reduction in police

citizen communications and they became concerned that 

this situation was reducing citizen confidence in the 
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police and overall police effectiveness. 

Mark Rand summarized the situation and the 

resulting changes. 70

. Iu some of the Dutch municipalities it was felt, 
as long ago as 1960, that owing to the increased 
use of police motor cars, the officers were losing 
touch with the public and, consequently efficiency 
was falling off and morale was low. Moreover, it 
was felt that petty offences were not being pro
perly dealt with and it was pointed out that it 
was upon the efficient detection of petty offences 
that the confidence of the public largely depended. 
It was noticed that different officers were on the 
same beat on different days and this led to a lack 
of uniformity of police action in given circum
stances. It was therefore decided to try a scheme 
whereby, one officer would reside in an area and 
be free to decide how he policed it - he would be, 
in effect, "Chief Constable" of his area. The 
municipality of Arnheim was divided into areas of 
5, 500 to 10, 000 inhabitants and of between 237 
and 1,284 acres. Every officer was supplied with 
a powerful Moped, a typewriter and a telephone at 
his home. He was expected to keep a modest card 
index. In general the more mature man was selected 
for the post of area officer. 

According to one source, the instructions to 

ff. b 1 d . 1 71area o 1cers were ver a an s1mp e: 

See to it that you are master in your area ; if you 
wish to caution offenders that is up to you, but 
keep the situation in hand. 

The first-line supervisors, sergeants, were 

instructed to use "group theory" and hold weekly dis

cussions with their iillffiediate subordinates. In addition, 

they were expected to: 7 2
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. . .  make good contacts with various municipal 
officers such as those concerned with parks and 
public gardens, the cleansing service, and social 
and housing; wherever possible, good contacts were 
to be made between police officers and equal rank
ing local officials; further, contact was sought 
with school principals, district associations, 
management committees of play areas, and with 
church authorities. 

According to Mark Rand, this experiment pro-

duced positive results: 7 3

It was found that the public were getting far 
better service in the matters of petty crimes 
and complaints. The area officer was able to 
identify the trouble-some teenagers on his beat 
and so, it was thought, there was a drop in such 
offenses as theft from automatic vending machines 
and hooliganism generally. The officers were seen 
to be well identified with their task and they 
seemed to adopt a more paternalistic attitude 
towards their resident populations as they be
came known as familiar local figures. Informa
tion began to flow from quarters where previously 
there had been none. The conclusion drawn from 
the experiment was that, for most municipalities 
the area officer scheme is the only effective 
method of making up for the disadvantages of 
motorisation. 

As with nearly all the previous Team Police 

experiments, this Dutch effort lacked hard data on its 

impact. However, the subjective appraisals of the oper

ation seem to have been sufficient to convince the top 

management of the British Police of the value of the 

basic approach. 74
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British Unit Beat Policing 

Although the Team Police arrangement of Aber

deen and Salford received a great deal of publicity in 

the·l950's, it was never given more than lukewarm supp

ort from high level British police officials. After 

the original projects were discontinued, police agencies 

in England used traditional walking beats almost pre

cisely as they were organized in the early 1800's. 

However, the increased cost of policing brought on by 

higher police salaries, reductions in the length of 

the work week, and the worsening economic situation in 

England was reducing the ability of the police to staff 

this policing structure. Further, improvements in 

communication and transportation presented an obvious 

potential for increasing police efficiency. The ration

ality of using this technology to improve police mobility 

and productivity was increasingly hard to ignore. Police 

officials appear to have been practically forced to ex

periment with new structures which would integrate this 

personnel and technology. 

Reluctant to reject the philosophy of citizen 

contact with police officers, officials prepared plans 
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which would maintain the walking beat structure and 

yet provide for the increased utilization of the auto

mobile and radio communications for rapid response to 

cittzen requests. The English periodical, Police, 

reported on the resulting plan for Unit Beat Policing: 75

It was in 1966 that the Research and Development 
Branch of the Police Department at the Home Office 
secured the cooperation of the Lancashire Constab
ulary in mounting the first experiment in Unit 
Beat Policing in Accrington. The force had already 
been operating an experiment in the new town of 
Kirby using motorized patrols. This arose from the 
interest shown by the former Chief Constable, Sir 
Eric St. Johnston (now her majecty's Chief Inspector 
of Constabulary) in the success of a similar (mot
orized patrol) scheme introduced by Mr. Orlando 
Wilson when he was in command of the Chicago police. 
At the suggestion of the R. and D. Branch, Lan
cashire agreed to introduce the original idea of 
the Unit Beat Policing in one division. This em
bodied the principle of the residential policeman 
wholly responsible for one beat, with a "panda" 
car superimposed on two adjoining beats to make up 
each area team. The Accrington division was the 
one chased for the experiment. An additional advan
tage determining the choice of Lancashire as the 
first force to try out Unit Beat Policing was the 
plentiful supply of personal radios which had been 
developed by the force's own radio unit. 

Thus, while ignoring their own British experience 

with Team Police, the Unit Beat Police scheme appears to 

have been based on both the Dutch Team Police experience, 

and O.W. Wilson's notion of conspicious motorized "pre

ventive" patrol. The expressed objectives of Unit Beat 
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Policing were: 76

a. Cultivate a better understanding with members
of the public, by having a closer contact with
the man on the beat,

· b. provide a better immediate service by a swifter
response to calls for assistance and complaints, 

c. raise detection rates by increasing and improving
the information flow,

d. overcome the shortage of police officers by
combining resources, and

e. create a new challenge for the younger man by
the introduction of a new method of beat working.

Several new British innovations were also intro-

duced in the Unit Beat Policing scheme. For instance, 

two beat constables were assigned each in one half of 

the unit area. These foot officers were given twenty

four hour responsibility for their beats and the dis

cretion to determine their own working hours. They had 

the authority to decide which eight hours out of twenty

four they would spend walking in their area. 

A detective was also assigned to each Unit Team. 

In addition to the traditional investigative role, the 

investigator was obligated to serve as an advisor on 

investigations to the uniform constables of the unit. 

In addition, a new position called a "collator" 
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was added to facilitate information dissemination and 

coordinate the criminal apprehension efforts of the 

police. This officer was responsible for collecting, 

inoexing, and disseminating information on criminal 

intelligence matters. Butler outlined the value of 

this operation to the Unit Beat Police Team: 7 7

The advantage of this type of intelligence collect
ing is that it remains local, but is systematic and 
can be integrated into larger intelligence indexes. 
In many instances it is possible to take a street 
address and retrieve all the incidents that have 
been recorded against it. The collator is also 
responsible for publishing a 'daily bulletin.' 
The bulletin contains details of all the incidents 
of interest that have occurred in the preceeding 
24 hours, together with criminal intelligence. 
The bulletin is issued to all operational personnel 
and circulated to surrounding divisions. 

The evaluations of Unit Beat Policing have been 

extensive, although generally methodologically weak. 78

While most of evaluators have been careful to acknow-

ledge that it is _too early to reach any final conclusions 

on the efficiency of Unit Beat Policing, every evaluation 

reviewed in the course of this study supported the follow

ing general conclusions: 79

1. The arrangement has resulted in an improve
ment of the morale and of the job interest
of police officers.

2. The efficiency of police has increased.
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3. There is improved understanding between
police officers and citizens (i. e. there
is close contact between beat officers and
the public and there is swifter response
to requests for police assistance).

4. The quality and quantity of information
within the police organization has im
proved; and

5. The police job is more challenging to
officers than under the old beat system.

Detroit Beat Commander 

Several recent Team experiments in the United 

States appear to have been patterned after the English 

Unit Beat Policing model. The most notable is a short

term experiment which was implemented in Detroit, Michi

gan, in mid-1970. 80 This team effort was called "The

Beat Commander. " 

An early monograph describing the Beat Commander 

idea contains a number of statements about the objectives 

·81
of the experiment: 

1. Our objective is to make more effective use of
police manpower.

2. These programs (basically public relations pro
grams included as part of the team responsibil
ities) should improve community relations. In
addition, we hope they achieve the. even more
important goal of reducing crime.

3. As we stated earlier, all too little is known
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about crime control. One objective of this 
study is to assure that something more will 
be known in the future. 

4. An object of our pilot plot is to use the
policeman's wealth of information through
regular conferences of the beat team. At
these conferences traditional police action
or more innovative non-traditional steps may
be agreed upon.

Although the initial literature related to this

experiment emphasized its operational potential for 

crime control, the research conducted to evaluate it 

relied primarily on officer attitudes. In reviewing 

the research techniques they intended to use to evalu

ate the experience, Murphy and Bloch said:
82 

During the eight month period, we will conduct 
before and after interviews of these men (Team 
members), to ascertain changes in their relation
ship to their supervisors, their attitudes toward 
the community and their methods of operation. We 
will consult with them constantly, so that our 
idea will be given an effective operational form. 

After the· initial eight month "demonstration 

project" the authors indicated they intended to expand 

the experLnen t and conduct further research: 83

To get reasonable measures of the success of our 
experiment, we intend to interview people in eight 
squad car beats before, during and after the experi
ment. Our interviews will determine the frequency 
of victimization from serious crime, the level of 
fear of crime, the level of citizen respect and 
appreciation for their officers. These interviews 
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will be our principle measure of change because 
the only alternative would be to use statistics, 
and these statistics are likely to be affected by 
the operational changes we will institute and by 
the motivations of participating police. 

The focus of this experiment was on the first 

line supervisor who was given greater responsibility 

and authority so he would be the equivalent of a "chief" 

of his own car beat. The "squad car beat, " a high crime, 

minority residential area with tremendous police community 

relations problems, was policed by the Beat Commander and 

a team of approximately 25 patrolmen. Initially, the 

sergeant was responsible for twenty-four hour a day 

supervision, including the assignment of officers, but 

in the midst of the experiment the number of patrolmen 

was increased to 28. In addition, two more sergeants 

were added. In defense of the addition of the sergeants, 

Bloch and Ulberg state: 84

This led to a ratio of 9.3 patrolmen for sergeant, 
smaller than the department ratio of about 12 to 1. 
But without the addition, the ratio would have 14 
to 1. Further, for the first time, the Beat Comm
ander could have a sergeant in charge at almost all 
times of the day all days of the week. (For one 
month only, a fourth sergeant was assigned but then 
withdrawn. ) 

Later in the course of the project, in another 

move apparently based on the English Unit Beat Police 
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Model, detectives were assigned to the Beat Commander 

Team. These investigators were " .. . to work almost ex

clusively in the area. " They could seek assistan ce from 

othe� centralized investigators, but according to Bloch 

and Ulberg, they seldom did.85

In addition to the facts that the original eval

uation plans were lacking in specific design and the 

experiment was deluted by the addition of more super

visors and police officers, the police commissioner who 

initially helped develop and supported the project re

signed approximately four months after it was initiated. 

According to Bloch and Ulberg, even the geo

graphic integrity of the team area was frequently vio

lated, as dispatchers failed to cooperate in observing 

h b d . h d. h. 
86 t e team ar ea oun aries w en ispatc ing. They re-

ported 75% of the team assignments were to calls outside 

their areas. In addition, non-team officers were fre

quently assigned to handle problems in the Beat Commander 

area. 

87
Sherman observed: 

The major functional change brought about by the 
program was stability of beat and supervision. 
Whereas patrolmen could conventionally be assigned 
to different scout car territories and sergeants 
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have no fixed geographical or personnel assignments, 
the beat commander made both consistent and long 
ranged. 

In spite of the problems, the Police Foundation 

provided funding for the evaluation of the impact of 

the experiment. One aspect of the evaluation dealt 

with the impact of the experiment on crime,88 the

reduction of which was a major objective of the project. 

In a summary of the findings the researchers state: 89

There is no clear indication that this brief pilot 
project affected crime rates. The rate of reported 
crime rose and then declined during the study period. 

Later in the report of the findings this conclu-

. f 1 . f. d b · f · · f · 9osion was ari ie y more speci ic in ormation: 

The area's crime rose from about 16 percent of the 
precinct total to 23 percent in the first few months 
of the project, then leveled off and gradually de
clined to below 20 percent. 

The second area of evaluation was attitudes of 

the Unit Beat Commander officers as measured by a self

initiated post-test questionnaire. Bloch and Ulberg 

summarize their findings based on this data: 
91

.. . the police officers who were surveyed about 
the experiment agreed: 

By more than 2 to 1 that they were more satisfied 
with their jobs. 

By 3 to 1 that supervision was better. 
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Almost unanimously that their new approach had 
a positive effect on crime patterns in t heir 
beat. 

By a big majority that they spent less time on 
runs and achieved more effective arrests because 
of unique aspects of their beat. 

Almost unanimously that they had far more contacts 
with citizens under the pilot project than in 
their previous precinct work. 

By 2 to 1 that the Beat Commander approach won 
more cooperation from the community. 

Sherman, who visited the Unit Beat Commander 

operation late in the program and subjectively evaluated 

it, appears to be somewhat skeptical of the researchers 

f. d" 921.n 1.ngs. 

The improved supervisory relationship and increased 
job satisfaction was determined by means of a ques
tionnaire distributed to Beat Command Team members 
(although this writer heard evidence of great job 
dissatisfaction when visiting the "dying" Beat 
Command project in June of 1971. ) 

The evaluation report concluded: 93

. . .  the decentralized semi-autonomous Beat Command 
system as tested in Detroit proved feasible to op
erate and appeared to bring substantial benefits 
to the police and to the segments of the community 
it served. 

Given the problems which seem to have rendered 

the actual organizational changes insignificant, it is 

reasonable to suspect the favorable reaction to the 
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operation by Beat Command officers was due to the 

Hawthorne effect or the officer's desire to show 

success for their efforts. 

Since this experiment was never operationalized 

in a way that would substantially modify the Classical 

organizational design, it's major importance lies in 

the fact that it was the first American police attempt 

at utilizing the Team features of the British Unit Beat 

Policing system. Although it fell short of expectations, 

the idea was later picked up by other cities including 

New York. 

Democratic Team Police Model 

At a seminar entitled, "Inventing the Future in 

Police Organization" held at the National Institute on 

Police and Community Relations, Michigan State Univer

sity in May of 1959, the author of this study presented 

"An Alternative to the Classical Police Organizational 

Arrangements" which attempted to predict how police 

departments would be structured in• 1980. 94 The basic

goal of this model was to improve the social utility 

and effectiveness of police operations. This was to 

be done through a collegial team organizat ional 
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arrangement that will facilitate: 95

1. Improved police and community inaction and
relations so the police actions will reflect
the preferences and priorities of citizens.

2. Improved communication and reduced con
flicts among police employees.

3. Reductions in police behavior which offends
citizens or violates individual rights.

The characteristics of the team and the rationale 

behind these characteristics can be summarized as follows: 

1. Decentralization of operational responsi
bility to the neighborhood level. The
jurisdiction by police would be divided
into homogenous neighborhoods and a police
team would be assigned to each. Such de
centralization would permit variations in
priorities, policies and priorities to en
sure the police functions are consistent
with the preferences of local communities.
Police prioriti es in one neighborhood might
be different from those in other team areas.

2. Teams of generalist-specialist police offi
cers with stable assignments to a specific
community. The officers assigned to teams
would _be generalist-specialists with comp
lementary skills that would match community
needs. A team would have complete respon
sibility for providing police services in
its neighborhood. Included would be the
responsibility for working with the public
to define citizen preferences and priori
ties, developing procedures for the team
operations, handling the management functions
of the team, and carrying out police oper
ations in the area. The teams were to be
limited to no more than 20 to 25 members
to provide personnel for four to five on-duty
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officers around the clock and at the same 
time ensure an efficient natural communi
cation network. The limits of effective 
interpersonal communication appear to be 
exceeded when the group gets above this 
figure. 

3. Establishment of specialized services. This
support unit would include investigators,
traffic officers, criminalists and crime
prevention specialists who would assist
team members upon request. Their relation
ship to the generalist-specialist police
officers would be changed to one of sub
ordination. They would simply perform
their specialized function and turn the
findings over to the generalist who sought
their assistance. This arrangement was
designed to increase the status of the
generalist police officers and reduce in
ternal organizational communication prob
lems caused by the traditional transfer of
responsibilities from field officers to
specialists. An expected result was im
proved self-image, attitudes and morale
of generalist police officers.

4. Establishment of an Information and Coord
ination Section of the Police Organization.
This unit would be a depository of infor
mation and data processing. It wc:uld have
the responsibility for defining neighbor
hoods; developing and assigning teams;
establishing broad area-wide policies with
in which all teams would operate; assigning
personnel to the teams; providing technical
support such as records, communications,
criminalistics services, and training; and
evaluating team performance to maintain
minimum standards. It would serve to coord
inate and support all police efforts.

5. Substitution of participatory, collegial
group decision making, situational leader
ship and functional supervisory arrangements
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for the traditional bureaucratic authority 
hierarchy. Such a leadership arrangement 
should facilitate citizen influence on 
police operations, citizen-police coopera
tion in developing and implementing police 
operational strategies, and place respons
ibilities for policing on an entire police 
team. It was expected to improve both in
ternal and external communications and en
hance police commitment to objectives and 
procedures. The involvement of citizens 
and police officers in decisions which 
affected the well-being of both was de
signed to reduce stereo-types and ensure 
that everyone would strive to meet mutually 
accepted behavior patterns. The situation
al leadership arrangement was planned to 
ensure that every problem undertaken by the 
police would have the most capable leader
ship available on the team. The functional 
supervision was directed at maximizing 
quality control over police operations in 
each area. 

While this Model incorporated many of the feat

ures of previous Team Police arrangements, it differed 

from most in several important aspects including: 

1. Work orientation. The Democratic Model was
designed primarily for the provision of
general interpersonal services for citizens
rather than improved criminal apprehension.
Hopefully, crime reduction would be an
eventual outcome, but such reduction would
result from the improved conditions in the
community rather than increased surveillance
of citizens by the police, increased inform
ing by citizens, or higher apprehension and
conviction rates.

2. Changes in the organizational control mech
anism. The utilization of a rigid organiza
tional heirarchy for autocratic control of
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employee behavior would be replaced by an 
interpersonal collegial system which would 
use citizen and peer pressures. This in
formal system would be buttressed by a sys
tem of checks and balances with the Infor
mation and Communicaticn Section and the 
Specialized Support Section having a vari-
ety of functional supervisory responsibilities. 

3. Replacing the heirarchical supervision with
a situational arrangement. Other team police
arrangements put confidence in the ability
of the first line supervisor, the sergeant,
to structure, manage and supervise subord
inate ·Team members. In particular, those
team experiments in Tucson, Detroit and
Syracuse relied heavily on confidence in
a formally appointed commander's abilities.
The authors of these experiments stressed
the fact that higher police officials would
now have a single person w ho they could
hold responsible if crime in an area in
creased. The Democratic Model places res
ponsibility for providing police service
on the team as a whole. The leadership
chosen by the team under such an arrange
ment should be more capable because it can
vary with the duties being performed and
because those people with the most accurate
information about the capabilities of the
team members are responsible for the sel
ection_.

This model was the basis for the Community 

Centered Police Team experiments in Dayton, Ohio, and 

Holyoke, Massachusetts. 

Dayton's Community Centered Team Police 

The Democratic Model was presented to the top 

commanders of the Dayton, Ohio, Police Department at a 
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management training program in Octover, 1969, and 

immediately thereafter Dayton developed a proposal for 

LEAA discretionary funding of a "Community Centered 

Team Police (CCTP)" project. 96 The overall objective

stated in the Dayton proposa19 7  was " . . .  to provide 

effective police service to a neighborhood while est

ablishing a positive relationship between neighborhood 

residents and the police. II More specific major goals 

were: 98

1. Test the effectiveness of a generalist approach
to police service as opposed to the specialist
approach now utilized by all major police or
ganizations.

2. Produce a community-centered police structure
that is responsive to neighborhood concerns
and understanding of neighborhood life-styles,
and

3. Alter the bureaucratic structure of the police
organization away from the militaristic model
toward a neighborhood oriented professional
model.

In presenting the rational behind this approach,

Chief Robert Igleburger wrote: 99

The success of the police will depend on development 
of a satisfactory role by the police; a role that 
can allow for neighborhood responsiveness while 
maintaining community respect. If crime is of con
cern to a neighborhood, so are the methods utilized 
by police departments to combat crime. While place
ment of a police officer on every street corner may 
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drastically reduce street crime, it is neither 
economically or politically acceptable to do so 
if for no other reason than the result would be 
an army of occupation in a democratic society. 

Igleburger indicated he expected the model to 

improve the relationship between the residents and the 

team police officers and the morale of the police offi

cers in the team community. However, the ultimate re-

sult which he wanted involved a far greater change: 100

. . .  the beat police, having increased stature, will 
be able to act as citizen advocates in matters of 
neighborhood concern, as well as be able to effect
ively manage community conflict. The general over
all result of this project should be a demonstration 
of a new role for the police; that of manager of 
community co{1flj ct. 

The Dayton Community Centered Te�TI Police Unit 

was implemented in November, 1970 almost precisely the 

same time as the Holyoke Democratic Team Unit which is 

the subject of this study. Perhaps the weakest compo

nent of the Dayton project was the lack of a pre-deter

minded research methodology. In the administrative rush 

to obtain funding, all action on evaluation was post

poned until near the end of the first year of operation. 

A few months after the preparation of the pro

posal, the Administrative Assistant to the Director of 

Police in Dayton assumed a position with the Governor's 
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Committee in Massachusetts, and based on his work in 

Dayton he encouraged the development of Team Policing 

experiments by Massachusetts Police agencies. The City 

of Holyoke, with the cooperation of the Police Depart

ment and the Model Cities Agency, developed a team poli

cing proposal consistent with the Governor's Committee 

.d 1. 
101 gui e ines. The proposal was approved and financed 

by both the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Dev

elopment and the Governor's Committee (LEAA) . The 

evaluation of this project is the subject of this study. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Dissatisfaction with police agencies is wide

spread. Most frequently mentioned as causes of the 

dissatisfaction are (1) the poor state of the relation

ships between police and the public, particularly min

ority peoples, (2).the negative attitudes and misbe

havior among operational police officers, and (3) the 

poor performance and low productivity of police organi

zations. 

The existing situation has been attributed to 

the police reliance on Classical Organization Theory. 

Police agencies have been structured and managed in ways 
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consistent with this theory and its assumptions for 

nearly a century. While social and technological con

ditions have undergone significant changes, the police 

have.dogmatically adhered to this traditional adminis

trative approach. 

The more general management literature offers 

suggestions about alternative organizational and mange

ment arrangements which might alleviate many of the police 

problems. Included among these suggestions are (1) de

centralization of decision making authority to the peo-

ple affected by the decisions, (2) use of small work 

groups to improve communications, (3) increased use of 

peer pressures rather than autocratic hierarchical arrange

ments for control, and (4) reduction of specialization 

and expansion of job responsibilities. 

Within the police field, scholars of police 

mangement have also made suggestions about alternate 

organizational approaches which might reduce police prob

lems and criticisms of police. In addition to those 

changes advocated in the more general organizational 

literature, the police authorities have suggested, (1) 

stabilizing the assignments of police officers in well

defined neighborhood areas, (2) involving local citizens 
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with their police officers in the develop�ent of local 

police policies and procedures, and (3) changing the 

emphasis in the police role from crime to service functions. 

Since 1946, a number of police agencies have imp

lemented a variety of Team Police organizational arrange

ments which to varying degrees have tested these proposed 

organizational changes. However, most experiments have 

been designed simply to decentralize authority in such a 

way as to place responsibility for crime in a specific 

geographic area on first level supervisors, normally a 

sergeant. Implicit in this approach is the assumption 

that sergeants know what to do and if given broad dis

creation and held responsible for performing "police 

work" these supervisors will produce results. To facil

itate the sergeants' ability to handle their assignments, 

they often received additional resources such police 

officers, technical advice, data processing support, 

and equipment. In addition, they frequently have been 

relieved of the responsibility for observing minor de

partmental rules and regulations. Seldom have they been 

given guidance on how to perform in their new role-it 

is assumed they already have sufficient knowledge to 
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organize and manage to achieve their new responsibilities. 

In spite of the shortcomings of these initial ex

periments, the evaluations, which were basically subject

ive impressions, seem to support the hypothesis of the 

scholars. The assessment reports contended that Team 

Police operations produced: 

1. Improved police and community relations;

2. Improved police attitudes; and

3. Increased police productivity and effect
iveness.

The Democratic Team Police organizational arrange

ments, which will be the concern of this study contains 

proposals that go beyond the more traditional Team Police 

arrangements. In addition to attaching a small group of 

police officers to a specific neighborhood and giving 

them the responsibility for handling the police prob-

lems in the area, the Democratic Team Police is designed 

to: 

1. Remove the team from the traditional chain
of command and place the responsibilities
for operational and management decisions
on the entire team.

2. Use informal, situational leadership as an
alternative to traditional, formally estab
lished and relatively permanent managerial
and supervisory arrangements.
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These features are based on a broader than 

usual interpretation of organizational research find

ings. They resemble the organizational arrangements 

that .have in the past been used by some American Indian 

T 'b 102ri es. 
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CHAPTER III 

DESIGN OF STUDY 

The City of Holyoke, Massachusetts, although not 

a major population center, has many of the characteristics 

of larger urban areas. Once a thriving industrial town, 

Holyoke has been losing both industry and population. In 

1960 , the United States Census Bureau indicated that there 

were 54,540 residents of Holyoke. However, in 1970, the 

Census Bureau reported a population of only 50, 112 (See 

Table III-1) . As with many large cities, the complexion 

of the populous is also changing from middle and upper

low income white to lower income non- white. Even so, the 

overall ratio of minorities is still relatively low when 

compared to most urban areas. In 1970 , two of the most 

significant minorities, Spanish speaking and Black citi

zens, accounted for only about five percent of the popu

lation. 

Holyoke is a charter city with a strong mayor 

form of government. The legislative functions of the 

City are performed by a Board of Aldermen who are 

86 
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elected by wards. The Aldermen annually select one of 

their members as Chairman for Aldermatic sessions. 

TABLE. III-1: Selected Demographic Characteristics 
of Wards I & II, and Holyoke* 

AREA WARD I WARD II CITYWIDE 

% ffi % 'if 

Population 4, 666 9 4, 184 8 50, 112 
Black 420 9 223 5 1, 127 
Puerto Rican 893 19 287 7 1, 496 
White 3, 338 72 3,664 88 47, 362 
Families Below 

Poverty Leve 17-* 235 22 246 25 1, 3 19 
Average Family 

$8, 189 Income 6, 421 9, 963 

?',Source 1970  U.S . Census Reports 
*�'-Based on 4. 3 people per family

% 
100 

3 
95 

11 

The Mayor is elected at large and has the respons

ibility for the executive functions of government. In his 

position as City Executive, he is responsible for the police 

department. However, his authority is limited to the app

ointment of the police chief and the promotion of police 

officers to fill vacancies. Actually he is restricted by 

charter in the exercise of these powers by three l.imita

tions. First, any person appointed Police Chief must have 

been a resident of Holyoke for two years prior to the app

ointment, second, the Chief must be given a personal 
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services contract for one year, and third, vacancies in 

ranks must be confirmed by the Board of Aldermen. There

fore, while the Mayor is technically responsible for ad

ministering police, in reality his authority and ability 

is very restricted. 

The governmental environment in Holyoke is dyna

mic and highly political. The police department has 

traditionally been organized as a centralized bureaucracy 

roughly in accordance with Classical Bureaucratic Theory. 

However, it has frequently been in the midst of political 

hassles with elected city officials who are constantly 

competing for the favor of police officers. Attempts by 

the mayor to manage the police agency have often been 

opposed by the police who like to present a public image 

f b . " f . l" 1 · ff. o eing pro essiona po ice o icers . Publicly, they

claim to be experts at the police business and morally 

opposed to "political manipulation. " Police seemed to 

view any effort by the Mayor to establish police policies, 

with which they disagree, as improper. Therefore, in 

the past, neither citizens nor their elected Mayor have 

substantially influenced the policies of the Hol yoke 

police. 
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As with illOSt cities, Holyoke is not well inte

grated in terms of race, nationality, religion or econ

omic status. Most minority people, pri�arily Black and 

first_ generation Puerto Rican, are residents of one area

of the city. Wards I and II contain approxLnately 20% 

of the City ' s  total population , but nearly 60% of its 

Black and Puerto Rican minorities (Table III-1. ) One

fourth of the faillilies in this area had incomes below 

the poverty level in 1970. Most housing was multi

family, three and four story apartment buildings desig

nated by the local people as "flats. " Living conditions 

in these Wards were the worst in th e city. 

True to the stereotype, the police and public 

relationship in Wards I and II, particularly Ward I, 

was worst than any other area of Holyoke. A total of 

70 assaults on police officers in Ward I was recorded 

in 1970. This was ihe highest assault per population 

rate of any Ward in the City. Some of these assaults, 

including the stabbing of one officer, the shooting of 

a second, and an attempt to strike a third with a flower 

pot thrown £r an a third stJry window, were serious. 
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As a result of the situation, Ward I was desig

nated a Model Cities neighborhood and the U . S. Depart

ment of Housing and Urban Development funded a variety 

of projects in the Ward. The seriousness of the police 

problems in 1969 and the spring of 1970 provided the 

impe tus for city officials to authorize Model Cities 

planners to develop a police project to correct the 

situation. At the suggestion of the Massachusetts 

Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement ,  local planners 

modified the Dayton, Ohio, Community-Centered Team Police 

proposal for Holyoke. 

The Projec t was funded with a $40,000 grant from 

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the U.S. 

Department of J11stice and a $ 100, 000 grant from Model 

Cities. The project was scheduled to start in September 

with Team implementation planned for December 1, 1970. 

Both Ward I and Ward II are located in the same 

part of Holyoke ; separated from the rest of the city by 

a series of canals once used to transport materials to 

and from the local paper mills� The two 

Wards are divided by railroad tracks. These separations 

provided natural boundaries that made the area appear 
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ideal for social research. The similarities (Table III- 1) 

between Ward I and Ward II also render these D¥0 areas 

suitable for a controlled Democratic Team Police experi

ment : They had approximately equal population. Ward I 

had a higher minority population (28%) than Ward II (12%). 

However, Ward II had a slightly larger proportion of 

families below the poverty level (Ward I- 22% ;. Ward II-

25%). Although no area size and street mileage figures 

were available, as Table III-2 reflects, these were 

approximately equ al . 

Basert on the conclusion that Ward I had the most 

seri ous police and communi ty relations problems in the 

City, hence ,  was the most desparately in need of changes 

which might improve the situation, . Ward I was selected

to be an experimenta l area where the Democratic Team 

Policing Unit would be implemented . Ward II was desig.

nated the control area whic h would maintain its Classical 

organizational design and receive the normal priorities 

and services from the Holyoke Police Department. The 

contro] area would, of course, provide comparison data 

for assessing the effect of the Team Policing Unit. 
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Description of Holyoke Democrati c Team Approach 

The Democratic Team Police operation in Ward I 

was to be independent of the traditional control from 

the � ommand hierarchy of the Holyoke Police Department. 

The Team was to be assigned to Ward I for the duration 

of the Projec t and gj ven the responsibility of providing 

all police services in the - area. The precise goals it 

was to pursue and the methods that w ruld be utilized 

were left to the Team. In arriving at the definition 

of the goals and the procedures , Team officers were 

expected to work close ly with members of the community 

and their organizab.ons. The Team structure and opera

tions were to be flexible, insofar as possible, to en

able the Team to provide the kind of police service the 

people of Ward I preferred. The Team Model was to have 

the following characteristics :  

1. Police operaticns in Ward I were to be decen
tralized with the police officers working out
of a local storefront rather than the central
police station.

2. The Team was to be given the authority to
make decisions concerning their goals,  pro
cedures , duty assignments ,  training needs ,
etc. Such authority was not given to regu
lar patrol officers .

3. Tradi tional formal supervisory assignments
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were to be suspended in favor of situational , 
informal methods. 

4. The Te.am was to be evaluated by total results
rather than individual procedures or activities.

5. The concept of au tocratic management was to
be dropped, and a democratic , collegial method
of decision-making within the Team area was
implemented.

6 . The community was to be involvP.d in policy 
making through periodic mee tings with the 
Team. 

7. If deemed necessary, Holyoke Police staff
services and investigative support units
couJ d be called upon by the Team and its
members �

The struc ture and approach of the Team was to 

be arranged to facilitate an interface of police goals 

and services with the citizen preferences and priorities. 

Further, it was to extend the police officers' operational 

responsibilities and discretion to include the develop

ment of met hods for job performance, acquisition of 

equipment, selection of leaders, establishment of peer 

evaluation methods, work assignments and development of 

work schedules. The limitation of Team size at 15 to 20 

members was to ensure an equal number of personnel assigned 

to each area and to facilitate communication among Team 

members. 
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Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Hyptheses were developed which will provide 

answers to the following three general research questions. 

1. What changes in citizen attitudes toward the
police appear to occur in a neighborhood where
a De.nocratic Tea:n Police arrange.nent is imp
le,nented·?

2. What changes in clientele attitudes toward
the police appear to occur in a neighborhood
where a Democratic Tea:n Police arrangement
is Lnple,nented?

3. What changes in attitudes of police appear
to occur when these officers are me�bers of
a De.nocratic Tea1n Police arrangement·?

The following, each arranged by the research 

question to which it relates, are the specific hypotheses 

which the study was designed to answer. 

Citizen Attitudes Toward the Police (designated "a") . 

Hai = A higher proportion of citizens in a Team Police 
nei6hborhood than in a Classical Police neighbor
hood will rep9rt the police in their respective 
neighborhoods like people. 

A hi6her porportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Tea,n Police neighborhood than in a Classical 
Police neighborhood will report the police in 
their respective neighborhoods are polite. 

A lower proportion of citizens in a De,nocratic 
Team Police neighborhood than in a Classical 
Police neighborhood will report the police in 
their respective neighborhoods tend to look 
down on most people. 
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Ha4: A higher proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police neighborhood than in a Classical Police 
neighborhood will report the police in their res
pective neighborhoods are anxious to help people. 

Has = A lower proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
· Team Police neighborhood than in a Classical Police

neighborhood will report the police in their res
pective neighborhoods use unnecessary force.

Ha6: A higher proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police neighborhood than in a Classical Police 
neighborhood will report a willingness of citizens 
in their respective neighborhoods to assist police. 

Ha7: A higher proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police neighborhood than in a Classical Police 
neighborhood will report the police in their res
pective neighborhoods are honest. 

Has: A higher proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police neighborhood than in a Classical Police 
neighborhood will report the police in their res
pective neighborhoods are better than the police 
outside of their Ward. 

Clientele Attitudes Toward Police (designated 1 1b"). 

Hb1: A higher proportion of the police clientele in a 
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report lower 
police response time. 

Hb2: A higher proportion of the police clientele in a
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report posi
tive police attitudes. 

Hb3: A higher proportion of the police clientele in a 
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report they 
received courteous treatment from the police. 
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Hb4: A higher proportion of the police clientele in a 
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report more 
favorable attitudes toward the police after they 
received police service. 

Hb5: • A higher proportion of the police clientele in a 
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report satis
faction with the overall quality of service ren
dered by the police. 

Police Officer Attitudes (designated "c"). 

Hc1: Democratic Team Police officers will prefer to 
involve themselves in a wider range of activities 
than will Classical Police officers. 

Hcz: Democratic Team Police officers will prefer to 
rely less on formal action for coping with their 
responsibilites than will Classical Police officers . 

Hc3: Democratic Team Police officers will be less 
authoritarian and more tolerant than Classical 
Police officers. 

Hc4: Democratic Team Police officers will be less pre
judiced toward minority people than Classical 
Police officers. 

Hes = Democratic Team Police officers will have a higher 
tolerance for ambiguity than Classical Police officers. 

Hc6 : Democratic Team Police officers will be more flex
ible than Classical Police officers. 

Research Design 

This study is designed (See Table III- 2) to com

pare Experiment (Ward I) and Control (Ward II) areas 
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at pre and post implementation times. The Control Area 

(Ward II) will continue to be served by the traditional 

Classical policing arrangements for the duration of the 

experiment. The community-based, collegial "Democratic 

Model" of policing will be implemented in the Experimental 

Area (Ward I) . 

Preliminary or base-line (pre-test) data will be 

obtained from both the Experimental (Ward I) and the 

Control (Ward II) areas prior to the implementation of 

the Team Model in Ward I. 

Following the collection o f  pre-test data, the 

Democratic Team Police Unit will be instituted on Dec

ember 1, 1970, in Ward I and permitted to function for 

a period of approximately nine months at which time the 

post-test data collection will be initiated using instru

ments identical to those used in the pre-test. Such 

identical data collection techniques will facilitate 

an assessment of the degree to which changes in one area 

are similar to the changes in the other, as well as the 

difference between the two areas. 

This approach, while not sufficient to definitely 

establish specific cause and effect relationships, will 



WARD 

I 

Experi
mental 
Area 
(Team 
Policing) 

II 

Control 
Area 

TABLE III-2: Summary of Research Des ign 

BASE-LINE 
DATA COLLECTION 

(pre- test) 

A. Public Attitude
Survey

B. Client Satis 
faction Survey

C. Officer Testing

A. Public Attitude
Survey

B. C lient Satis-

TREATMENT 

YES : 

Implement 
Team Pol ice 

Model 

NO : 

Maintain 
Current 

(Classical faction Survey Classical 
Police) Police 

Model 
C. Officer Tes t ing

POST' PROJECT 
DATA COLLECTION 

(pos t-test) 

A. Public Attitude
Survey

B. C lient Satis-
faction Sur-
vey 

C. Officer Tes t-
ing

A. Public Attitude
Survey

B .  Client Satis -
faction Sur-
vey 

C. Officer Tes t-
ing
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facilitate a degree of preciseness in ascertaining trends 

which could not be achieved by purely subjective evalua

tion techniques. 

Although this design will govern the overall ex

ecution of the evaluation, methods of sampling and data 

collection will vary. For this reason, each research 

area will be discussed separately. 

Citizen Attitudes 

To assess the attitudes of the people living 

within the community, random samples of approxi�ately 

100 households will be drawn from each research area for 

the pre-test and the post-test. The sample of inter

viewees in each case will be selected by using a table 

of random numbers to identify the street, address and 

apartment number. The interviewee will be the first 

person of sufficient age, in the judgment of the inter

viewer, to understand and answer the interview questions, 

who responds to the interviewers knock at the door. 

A specially designed, short, highly structured 

questionnaire will be used by trained interviewers to 

solicit and record each interviewee's responses. Basic

ally, each interviewee will be asked 
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to agree or disag�ee with statements related to the 

quality of police or police service in the Ward of the 

residence. Each interview should last no longer than 

10 to 15 minutes. 

The attitudes of interviewees in the Experimental 

and Control areas will be compared using a simple chi

square test for significance .  The data will be manipu

lated so as to facilitate the assessment of each hypo

thesis. 

Comments related directly to the questions but 

considered meaningful by the interviewers will be noted 

at the end of the structured questionnaire, and may be 

used for qualitative purposes . 

Further qualitative data will be obtained by the 

use of unstructured discussions with persons such as 

clergies, social workers, bartenders, and community 

action workers. These people will be selected on the 

basis of t�eir apparent ability to furnish informed 

observations about community changes and attitudes. 

The data so obtained may be used for interpretating 

the statistical results. 
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Clientele Attitudes 

The assessment of hypothesis related to clientele 

attitudes will be based on data obtained from samples of 

people in Wards I and II who requested or received police 

service immediately before implementation of the Team 

and similar size samples of people in both Wards who 

were police clients during the last month of the experi

ment. 

Police Department records will be used to ident

ify approximately 50 interviewees in each of the four 

categories (Pre-Experimental ; Post-Experimental; Pre

Control ; Post-Control. ) The clientel samples will be 

stratified to ensure the inclusion of people who were 

police clients for services related to auto accidents, 

people who were clients because of burglaries, others 

because of domestic disputes, others because of breaches 

of the peace, a few who received information, etc. Such 

stratification is to prevent samples from containing 

people who have received police service for a narrow 

range of incidents. 

Each person in the sample will be interviewed . 

The interviews will be structured requiring short 
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responses. Due to the diversity expected in this area, 

after covering speci fic questions common to  all of the 

interviews, the questions will become more open-ended 

allowing each interviewee to indicate possible unique 

characteristics of the service he received. 

Satisfaction with police service will be compared 

between the Experimental and Control areas, using the 

simple chi-square test for significance. 

Officer Attitudes 

Police officers working in each area will be 

tested and interviewed before and after the experiment 

to obtain data related to a variety of characteristics. 

All officers working in the Experimental Area will be 

utilized for this evaluation. A random sample of officers 

from the Department will be used to represent the Con-

trol Area. 

Previously developed and standardized scales 

will be used for this aspect of the evaluation. These 

1 
tests will be (1) Activity and Formalism Scales, (2)

2 Authoritarianism and Ethnocentrism Scales, (3) Intolerance

of Ambiguity Scale� (4) Rigidity Scale� 

The pre and post-test data obtained from Control 
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and Experi�ental officers will be compared . Change 

registered on each level will also be measured and 

used to co:npare the two areas. The t-Test ( Q.= . 05 )

will. be used to test the difference between the Experi

,nental and Control groups. 

In addition, informal discussions and interviews 

with police officers will be used to obtain subjective, 

qualitative data related to such areas as officer per

ceptions of the impact of the project, probleins encount

ered in implementation and officer morale. The infor

mation obtained may be used to interpret or qualify the 

statistical findings or to make other subjective obser

vations. 

Conclusions 

The information obtained from the administration 

of the preceeding d_esign will provide data for testing 

the specific hypotheses, and answering the broader re

search questions. 
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Footnotes--Chapter III 

1 
See Michael O ' Neill, The Role of the Police--

Normative Role Expectations in a Metropolitan Police 
Department (State University of New York, Albany: Doct
oral Dissertation, 1974) . O'Neill developed the Activism
Formalism instrument to measure police officers prefer
ence for "activity" (Extent to which the respondent be
lieves it is appropriate to intervene in situations 
where police action is discretionary) and "for;nalism" 
(degree to which police officers see formal rules and 
legal sanctions such as arrest, and citations as he sole 
tools for coping with official police problems. ) 

2 
See T.W. Adorno, et. al. , The Authoritarian

Personality (New York: Harper-Rowe, 1950) . The Calif
ornia F Scale Form 45 was used to obtain general Author
itarianism scores (this will permit as assessment of the 
responde nts inclination to submit to or use authority. ) 
The California PEC Scale Form 45 is to measure ethno
centrism (stereotyped negative imagery and hostile atti
tudes regarding ingroups, and a hierarchical, authori
tarian view of group interaction with ingroups rightly 
dominate and outgroups subordinate. )  

3stanley Budner, "Intolerance of Ambiguity as a
Personality Variable, " Journal of Personality, June, 
1963, pp. 109-31. This scale to determine officers ' 
tendencies to interpret ambiguous situations as sources 
of threat. Ambiguous situations are identified as those 
characterized by novelty, complexity, or insolubility; 
and indicators of perception of threat as dislike, re
pression, avoidance behavior, and destructive behavior. 

4 
See Milton Rokeach, The Open and Closed Mind 

(New York: Basic Books, 1960) , pp. 418-419. The Gough
Sanford Rigidity Scale is to obtain data about the re
sistance of officers to new situations, changing cond
tions and new circumstances. 



CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

This chapter will be devoted to a description of 

the implementation of the experiment and the results ob

tained. The presentation of material in both of these 

areas should facilitate a more complete understanding of 

the findings. 

Team Selection 

The initiation of the study was in late August, 

1970. The first step involved the acquisition of police 

officers for the Team. Rather than randomly assign offi

cers to the Team, police officials decided to seek volun

teers. This decision, while logical from the viewpoint 

of managers concerned about avoiding unnecessary conflict 

and anxious to provide Team police officers who were 

willing to work in the Ward I area, was the first of 

several decisions to place a higher priority on politi

cal and managerial considerations than research. 

To obtain volunteers the police conducted an 

105 
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intensive internal information program using role call 

assemblies to explain Democratic Team Policing to all 

Holyoke police officers. Following these sessions, offi

cers .who expressed an interest in the concept--approxi

mately 30% of the force--were ordered to attend several 

weekend sessions for more details about the experiment. 

From this group, twenty-five policemen volunteered for 

the Team. 

In early October, all volunteer officers took the 

pre-test battery of psychological tests. Simultaneously, 

a control group of twenty officers, randomly selected 

from those uniformed officers who remained out of the 

Team, were similarly tested. Since assignment practices 

of the Department require rotation of all non-team Holyoke 

police officers into the Control area (Ward II) during 

the course of the experiment, this sample was used to 

represent the police of Ward II. 

All of the Team volunteers were then exposed to 

"T b . ld. " . d k b . f earn- ui ing sessions on a one ay-a-wee asis or

three weeks in October. During these three sessions , 

several of the Team volunteers were de-selected, either 

at their own request or by the other volunteers, 
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and the team size was reached. The final team was made 

up of one captain, two sergeants and twelve patrolmen. 

Team Training 

A pre-implementation training program was initi

ated on an overtime basis, prLnarily on Saturdays and 

Sundays, to prepare the Team for operation in December. 

This progr&� was designed to achieve two goals, ( 1) to 

orient Team members to the flexible, participatory 

approach required by Democratic Team Policing, and (2) 

to provide Team members with operational skills which 

they may not have previously needed. Training consul

tants assisted Team members in identifying their needs 

and preparing specifics of the training program. The 

training sessions were built on an assumption that 

individual :nembers of the Team had different skill 

strengths and deficiencies. Further, it was assumed 

the individual members of the Team already possessed 

knowledge for correcting deficiencies of other members. 

Therefore, the program was organized in a manner which 

gave team members a number of opportunities to partici

pate in educating themselves. In addition, since some 

of the knowledge and skills needed were beyond any of 
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the Team members, some training sessions were taught 

b " II f ' d  h y experts rom outsi e t  e group. 

Th " · 1 " . d f e curricu um consiste o two maJor parts;

local sessions and site visitations. The local training 

sessions contained over one hundred hours of classroom 

work . Included were courses on operational techniques 

presented by  Holyoke Community College faculty and a 

variety of seminars and work sessions conducted by con

sultants and members of the team. These sessions contin-

ued throughout the proj ect until June 1971 . 

Consultants from throughout the country conducted 

short seminars related to organization and management 

theory and Democratic Team Policing philosophy. In con

junction with these sessions, Team officers worked through 

budgeting, management, and situational leadership prob

lems which the Team had to solve to operationalize the 

experiment. The Team officers proceeded in these sessions 

to develop strategies for purchasing equipment and supp

lies, organizing Team Police records, planning Team 

communication system, preparing a Team procedural manual, 

and handling a variety of other matters critical to the 

implementation of the Team Operation in Ward I in Dec

ember, 1970 . Once a strategy was agreed to by the 
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entire Team, it was implemented and the person responsible 

would report the impact back to the Team. 

The site visitations were used to provide the 

Team . members with opportunities to visit other cities 

where innovative police programs had encountered prob

lems si�ilar to those facing the Holyoke Team. One or 

more of the Team officers visited and studied relevant 

police situations in Covina, Los Angeles, Oakland, Rich

mond, California; Syracuse, New York, New York; Dayton, 

Ohio; Miami, Florida; Louisville, Kentucky; and Minnea

polis, Minnesota. Upon their return to Holyoke, officers 

who traveled to other cities used group sessions to des

cribe their findings to other Team members. 

The seconda!y emphasis of the training sessions 

was on the participatory process itself. Team officers 

seem to concentrate heavily on learning to assume auth

ority and participate in decision-making about the 

management of their own neighborhood police operations. 

Team Self-Organization 

As previously mentioned, the initial self

organization and planning by the Team Police officers 

began as part of the training program in late October 
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and November. The Team officers were told by consul

tants and local officials that the responsibility for 

the success or failure of the project was in their 

hands. They were encouraged to learn and use informa

tion about the informal organization of the Police De

partment and Holyoke City Government to achieve their 

goals. Working in a collegial arrangement, the Team 

began to prepare the details for implementing their 

operation in Ward I. 

After a few initial discussions, Team members 

observed difficulty both in keeping their discussions 

on the topic under consideration as well as in rememb

ering the precise decisions which they made. Therefore, 

they decided to adopt Robert's Rules of Order for their 

meetings. This agreement to formal procedures for meet

ings facilitated orderly discussions and established a 

method of recording decisions. Concurrent with t his 

procedural decision, the Team also elected a Team Chair

man, an officer of patrolman rank. The Chairman immedi

ately appointed an officer as Team secretary who would 

record decisions made by the group. 

The Team Chairman was empowered to develop a

gendas, appoint com.�ittees, and take actions to control 
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the meetings. This officer served as chairman for the 

duration of the experiment, although Team rules provid

ed for his challenge at the end of six months. 

Therefore, after some initial insecurity and 

disorganization, the Team proceeded to identify problems, 

establish priorities among the problems, and appoint 

three and four member committees to study the problems 

and make recommendations back to the entire team (See 

Appendix for the Team structure established by the 

officers) .  One committee worked on communications, 

another on equipment, a third on relationships with the 

rest of the police department, and a fourth on communi

ty relations. Team members were frequently members of 

more than one committee to facilitate liaison and cornmun-

ication between committees with closely related responsi

bilities (e. g. the Communications Committee and the 

Equipment Committee) . 

The captain and sergeants informally relinquished 

their authority and participated as equal Team members. 

Although it was the consensus of the Team that the captain, 

who was designated before the start of the project as 

Project Director, could overrule a Team decision, all 

Team members were to be involved in decision-making 
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related to the management of the program, and a consen

sus was to rule unless the captain was convinced the 

implementation of a group decision would seriously dam

age the team, department, or a citizen. 

One interesting fact is that in spite of the 

Team's authority structure, the public and members of 

mass media usually sought out those Team officers with 

formal rank rather than the appointed leaders, when 

dealing with the group or seeking information. In 

addition, other Holyoke police executives nearly always 

relied on the captain rather than the Team chairman in 

communicating with the Team. 

After approximately six weeks of planning and 

preparation, the Team felt prepared to assume responsi

bility for policing in the Ward I neighborhood. Their 

headquarters was an abandoned store on the ground floor 

of a walk-up tenant building. Not only had the officers 

located this space, they negotiated the rent, prepared 

the lease papers and processed all of the necessary paper

work through City Hall. In addition, they purchased the 

necessary materials and equipment and remodeled the 

building to suit their needs. Their equip;nent included 
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vehicles for which they had prepared specifications . To 

cut red tape and speed delivery, Team officers picked the 

vehicles up at the factory in Detroit. 

They had established a major formal communica

tions link with Ward I citizens through a Model Cities 

Crime and Delinquency Task Force and a nine me;nber 

Community Relations Council. Tea� �embers decided after 

a few meetings that by working with local citizens they 

could better anticipate potential law enforce�ent prob

lems a rrl  prepare to cope with them. The first substant

ial cooperation had resulted in the preparation of a 

manual of procedures which the police agreed to follow. 

In addition to the police officers who were 

Team members, four Community Service Officers, who were 

paid by M0del Cities, had been hired to work with the 

Team. Monies from Model Cities also paid for para

professional and professional psychological and psych

iatric services supportive of the Team. However, as it 

turned out, the Team .nernbers failed to make extensive 

use of the ;nental health workers. 
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Citizen and Clientele Pre-Test Problems 

The Holyoke Model Cities Agency, which funded a 

significant portion of this study, retained the exclusive 

right to conduct field interviewing in the Model Cities 

area. Even though Model Cities committed to complet-.i,ng 

the pre-test of the citizen and clientele questionnaires 

before the Team was implemented in Ward I on December 1, 

1970, they were unable to meet their commitment. The 

Team implementation was delayed for almost two weeks to 

give Modal Cities additional time to conduct the pre

test data collection. Finally, the action component of 

the experiment could be delayed no longer and the Team 

was implemented in Ward I on December 13, 1970. 

The citizen attitude pre-test data collection 

was not initiated until January 18, 1971, over a month 

after the Team had been implemented. In this interim 

period, the pre-test may have been contaminated by situ

ations which will be explained in the next section of 

this chapter . 

Despite previous assurance by police officials 

that they could p�ovide the names of clients, existing 

police records were not adequate to produce a sample 



TABLE IV- 1: Modified Research Design Summary 

WARD 

I 

Experi
mental 
Area 

II  

Con
trol 
Area 

PRE-DATA 
COLLECTION 

10/70 

c. Officer
Testing

c. Officer
Testing

LATE PRE-DATA 
TREATMENT COLLECTION 
12/13/Z0 1/18/71 

a. Citizen;', 
Yes Attitude
Team 

Imp le men t ed 

a. Citizen;\-
No Attitude

Main-
tain 
Classi-
cal 
Police 

TREATMENT 

Yes 
Team 

Operation 

No 
Classi
cal 
Opera
tion 

,',Data Collection was one month after Team Implementation. 
**Pre-test data in this area was not collected because police 

records were inadequate for drawing sample. 

POST DATA 
COLLECTION 

9L71  

a .  Ci  tizen-J, 
Attitude 

b . ClienteleM, 
Attitude 

c. Officer
Testing

a. Citizen
Attitude

b . Clientele;'d, 
Attitude 

c. Officer
Testing

t--' 
f--1 
V, 
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of people who had received police service immediately 

prior to the implementation of the Team. Therefore, 

the clientele pre-test data collection could not be 

conducted. 

As a result of these problems, the implementation 

of the research design in the areas of citizen and clientele 

attitudes was not possible. Table IV-1 reflects the re

search progra� as it was actually carried out. Because 

of the delay, the pre-test interviewing for data on citi

zen attitudes was in essence an interim-test rather than 

a pre-test. The plan to collect pre-test data on clientele 

attitudes was completely dropped. However, the pre- and 

post-testing of police officers was carried out as origin

ally planned. 

Team Implementation 

On Sunday, December 13, 1970, after the two week 

delay in an effort to obtain pre-test data, the Holyoke 

Team Policing Unit began operations from their storefront 

headquarters at 57 Lyman Street . Of the initial twenty

five policemen who had volunteered for the Team, fifteen 

had selected the�selves to be the members of the Ward I 

Democratic Team Policing Unit. 
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The citizens of Holyoke were made aware of the 

Team implementation by widespread publicity arranged by 

the Model Cities Agency; newspapers as far away as Boston 

featured the experiment. The local daily paper carried 

several front page stories. Both radio and television 

stations in Holyoke featured news stories on the project. 

An open house reception was held in the head

quarters on the first day of operations, and free re

freshments were offered to all visitors. The turn-out 

was estimated at 300 people. The Team attributed this 

turn-out primarily to announce:·:ents by two large Catholic 

churches, a Baptist church, and the Model Cities Newsletter 

in the Ward I neighborhood. All Team members were pre

sent and attempted to personally meet and talk to as many 

of the visitors as possible. 

At the outset, according to local citizens who 

were interviewed, there seemed to be no preponderance 

of either positive or negative feelings about the new 

approach to policing. The people who came to the re

ception seemed to come out of curiousity rather than to 

welcome the team or to reject it. However, without 

adequate pre-test data, this impression of citizen 

attitudes cannot be statistically documented. 
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One week later on Sunday, December 20, 1970, 

shortly after 6: 00 p . m., a Team police officer on duty 

in the neighborhood headquarters was notified that the 

third floor of the building, a tenant area, was on fire. 

In the absence of their mother, several children had 

been trying to light the traditional Christmas candles, 

and had started the fire. The officer determined that 

none of the occupants was in immediate danger, and used 

his portable police radio to notify the fire department. 

Two more members of the Team arrived on the scene 

and began efforts to evacuate the residents of the area. 

The officers encountered some difficulty in communicat ing 

the urgency of the situation to some people since many 

spoke only French or Spanish. The community service 

officers, who had various language proficiencies, proved 

to be valuable in this area. 

Although the fire consumed the entire building 

and part of the adjacent apartment building for a total 

of nearly half a block, no injuries were reported. How

ever, the homes of approximately fifty families (215 

people) were destroyed. Since no life was lost in what 

might have been a disastrous fire, many concluded the 

Team Police officers had functioned well. News reporters 
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were quick to spread the word that the Team Police Unit 

had been responsible for the safe evacuation of resi

dents. Several reporters lauded the fact that the Team 

turned its attention to evacuating its own files and 

equipment only after all residents of the burning build

ing had been safely rescued. 

The fire may also have resulted in improved 

cooperation between the Team and youths in the neigh

borhood. At the request of the police, members of the 

Outcast Renegade Motorcycle Club, a Spanish-speaking 

Ward I youth group previously considered "rebels" by 

the police, assisted in rescue and evacuation efforts. 

Other club members posted themselves on the roofs of 

nearby buildings to insure that the fire did not spread. 

Team members attitudes toward these young people seemed 

to be much different after the fire. 

In addition, although the Team Policing Unit 

did not take an active part in soliciting money, goods, 

or services for the victims of the fire, many people 

volunteered support and delivered food and materials for 

the victims to the Team Police officers. Several members 

of the Team took good advantage of the situation by 
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dressing as Santa Claus and distributing toys to the 

children dislocated by the fire. 

Following the fire, the Team relocated in a new 

headquarters a few blocks from their original site. 

This new location placed them closer to the center of 

Ward I. Non-residents as well as residents began to 

stop in to seek advice and assistance, or in many in

stances just to talk. 

The young people of Ward I began to use the 

headquarters as a lounging place. Several of the officers 

on the Team appeared to encourage this type of behavior. 

These police officers began to consider themselves the 

"youth specialists" of the Team, and they started visit

ing the Ward I schools and talking in the classes. 

At the suggestion of these officers, a number 

of projects involving area children were initiated by 

the Team. These projects included establishing a con

test for local youths to design an emblem to be afixed 

to the Team's new uniform (blazers and civilian style 

slacks) ; organizing baseball teams with the equipment 

purchased by funds from a coke machine located in the 

Team headquarters (incidentally, many local children 

ran a charge account to buy cokes); conducting 
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neighborhood dances; and designing a neighborhood float 

for the St. Patrick's Day Parade. The Team seemed to 

take pride in the fact they were providing a variety 

of unique services to Ward I people. They encouraged 

the people they served to drop in for a cup of coffee 

or a coke. 

The neighborhood headquarters was equipped with 

files, typewriters , desks, portable radios, and exten- • 

sion phones. Calls were answered by a Team clerk, who 

spoke Spanish, or a Team member. When all Team members 

were out, the Team's communications system was arranged 

so that by the flip of a switch all telephone calls 

were automatically diverted to the main Holyoke Police 

Department communications desk for dispatching to the 

Team officers. All requests for service or reports of 

incidents received by Team members were recorded and 

assigned a control number so that they could be filed 

and retrieved. Although case records were maintained 

in the local headquarters, copies were also sent to 

central police records section. 

Team members did the follow-up investigations 

on all cases. However, due to the small number of 
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serious incidents, this follow-up did not involve them 

in many maj or crime investigations. The officers, news

paper reports, and unstructured interviews with Ward I 

citizens suggest that the Team members were extremely ' 

concerned with assisting people in the area rather than 

criminal apprehension. 

The internal operation of the team was open 

and participatory throughout the experimental period. 

Committee of the Whole (entire team) meetings, which 

were usually attended by local citizens, were held 

twice monthly. The Team attempted to confine policy 

decisions to these meetings. Personnel work schedules, 

disciplinary problems and major policy issues were 

handled in these sessions. All new rules and procedures 

which would effect police operations or Ward I citizens 

were discussed in these meetings. Citizens were given 

a voice in the discussions, and people attending were 

also afforded opportunities to raise questions, complain 

about police, and offer suggestions and advice. 

Although the police captain who was Project 

Director technically maintained the authority to overrule 

any decision made by the group, the concept of "one per-

" 
· 1 d son, one vote prevai e . Both the citizens and police 
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officers influenced Team decisions. 

Administrative and Political Environment 

An atmosphere of cooperation and good will seemed 

to prevail within the Team throughout the project, but 

the Team operation was in the midst of an administrative

political maelstrom throughout the experimental period. 

At one time or another, the team was involved in a cont

roversy with the Mayor's office, the Aldermanic Board, 

the Police Department, and the Holyoke Model Cities 

Agency. Team members spend considerable time simply 

struggling for existance as a result of this situation. 

The earliest major conflict occurred when a top 

commander of the police department publicly claimed that 

the Team was not being adquately controlled in a "military' 

fashion and Team members reacted defensively. In a 

television interview, a Team member responded that the 

Team exercised greater discipline and was illOre produc

tive than any other group in the Holyoke Police Depart

ment. This dispute appeared to be the start of polari

zation between the Team and other Holyoke police officers. 

Both groups expressed mutual bitterness. Organizational 

changes were initiated, including the establishment of 
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weekly meetings of the Project Director and other Holyoke 

police commanders, in an attempt to improve the communi

cation channels, but in truth, the conflicts and tensions 

appeared to increase with the age of the project. 

Another source of problems between the Team and 

other police officers was the Team members ' disregard 

for the traditional practices of the Holyoke Police 

Department. The Team's decision to drop the usual uni

form and use blazers and slacks, the adoption of economy 

police cars by the Team, the reduction of reliance on 

seniority for assigning Team officers, and the distri

bution of overtime were all irritants to non-team offi

cers. Extensive favorable publicity given the Team by 

the mass media seemed to further exasperate non-team 

officers. 

From the outset, some police commanders had 

privately expressed the opinion that the project would 

not solve any police problems; rather it would be a 

source of new problems. As implementation proceeded, 

these managers claimed Model Cities officials had 

promised to give the Holyoke Police Department additional 

resources to fight crime throughout the City as an 
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inducement to accept the project. They insisted that 

not only had Model Cities failed to meet the commitment, 

the Team was actually depriving the rest of the organi

zation of existing resources. 

As the favorable publicity about the Team's work 

increased, these police officials seemed to increase 

their informal campaign to sabotage the experiment. They 

put considerable pressure on the Mayor and Aldermen to 

tighten the chain of command or scrap the project. Since 

the Mayor had provided the initial support for the con

cept and was committed to seeing the notion succeed, 

some Aldermen were very supportive of the police comm

anders. However, the projects ' good press and positive 

citizen attitudes probably played a role in controlling 

the level of political outcries. 

The Model Cities Agencys' relationship with the 

Team also resulted in friction. The problem seemed to 

revolve around the question, ''Who's in charge here?" 

The Team expressed the view that the reporting require

ments established by the Model Cities Agency were onerous 

and Team members argued for more autonomy from the Agency. 

Further, the Team members indicated they felt Model Cities 
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was not producing the resources and support it had 

promised. Finally, personal relationships between some 

individuals in the two groups deteriorated as time 

passed. These personal frictions can be attributed to 

personality differences, variations in philosophies and 

administrative styles, and the competition for credit 

for the experiment. 

Model City Agency officials appeared to consider 

the Team Police Unit their innovation and a part of their 

organizational structure. When police executives reacted 

negatively toward the Team, Model Cities managers con

scrued it to be blatant evidence that the police officials 

were less than competent managers. This attitude further 

reduced meaningful communications with the police officials 

to formal channels and memos. 

Midway through the experiment the strained rela

tionship between Model Cities managers and top Holyoke 

police executives turned into verbal conflict in the press. 

Police executives told local reporters Model Cities had 

not only failed to produce on the commitment to provide 

additional resources for the entire police department, 

further, Model Cities officials were interferring with 

the operation of the police department by insulting the 
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Team Police Unit from centralized police control. They 

were particularly incensed by Model Cities people who 

supported a policy decision by the Team to prohibit all 

non-team Holyoke police officers from entering the Team 

jurisdictional area on police business without specific 

authorization of a Team member. To the dismay of the 

police officials, the Mayor supported Model Cities and 

the Team decision, and the territorial imperative of the 

Team to police the Ward I neighborhood was preserved 

throughout the project. However, the conflict between 

police and Model Cities managers was to become even more 

intense after this incident. 

One of the most explosive of the situations re

lated to the team was its position in the Holyoke politi

cal milieu. The mayor was a major, if not the only local 

political sponsor of the Team Policing project. Since 

the Team Model itself had not been subjected to any pre

vious evaluative research, opposition to it was a rela

tively safe political strategy; particularly in light of 

the police managers ' support of such opposition. Assoc

iated issues such as the future expansion possibilities 

for the Team, the development of the police department, 
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and fiscal matters required public discussion and debate 

in the Aldermanic meetings. Add to this the fact that 

the Team's first year of operation was an election year, 

and it is easy to surmise the Team's sensitive political 

position during the period. 

Although the preceeding description of the human 

aspects of implementation suffers from brevity and im

preciseness, it serves to illustrate the scope and multi

tude of problems encountered in performing the study. 

As this review illustrates, the number and complexity 

of variables which may have contaminated the research 

defy complete definition, let a lone measurement. The 

remainder of this chapter will be devoted to the stat

istical results obtained in each of the three major 

research areas. 

Citizen Attitude Results 

The question to be answered in the area of 

citizen attitudes toward the police is, ''What changes 

in citizen attitudes toward the police occur in a neigh

borhood where a Democratic Team Police arrangement is 

implemented?" The hypotheses related to this question 

predict an improvement in attitudes will occur under 
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Team Policing. The interview structure used for data 

collection was organized so the data for testing each 

hypothesis could be obtained from a single in terview 

question. 

As previously explained , this component of the 

study was complicated by the failure to collect pre-test 

data until over a month after the experimental Team was 

initiated in the Ward I area. Therefore, the initial 

data collected was actually not pre-test data, but rather 

interim-experiment data. None-the-less, consistent with 

the original research plans the experimental (Ward I) 

area was compared with the control(Ward II) area. Further, 

the amount of change between pre and post tests in the 

experimental area was assessed. A simple Chi-square 

(X2) analysis was used to determine what significance, 

if any, occurred. An 0. = . 05 was established as the mini

mum acceptable level of statistical significance. 

Hai = A higher proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police area than in a Classical Police Area 
will report the police in their respective areas 
like people. 

To obtain data for the evaluation of Hal ' inter

viewers asked each interviewee in the citizen samples to 

agree or disagree with the statement, "The police in 
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this Ward like people. " Interviewees who responded that 

they did not know were recorded as giving "neutral" 

responses. A summary of the responses to this statement 

is presented in Table IV-2. 

Both the pre-test and post-test responses to the 

first question were consistent--there was no significant 

change in the proportion of interviewees who agreed or 

those who disagreed with this statement. In both wards 

the majority of the interviewees agreed that the police 

in their respective Ward like people. However, although 

not statistically significant, both the pre -tests and 

post-tests reflected a higher proportion of the citizens 

in the expermental (Ward I) Team Policing area (Pre-test: 

70%; Post-test: 77%) who reported they believed the police 

in their area like people than was the case in the control 

(Ward II) Classical Police area (Pre-test: 63%; Post-test: 

64%) . 

Since the difference between the citizen atti

tudes in the two wards is not significant at p < .  05 Hal 

is not accepted. 



Agree 

Neutral 

Disagree 

No Answer 

Total 

Come_arison 

TABLE IV- 2 : The Police in our Ward Like PeoQle 

WARD I 
Pre-test 
# % 

64 70 

2 2  24 

6 6 

0 0 

92 100 

Post-test 
# % 

72 71 

28 28 

2 2 

0 0 

102 101 

WARD II  
Pre-test 
if % 

56 63 

2 7 30 

4 4 

2 2 

89 99  

Post-test 
if % 

64 64 

3 1 3 1

3 3 

2 2 

100 100 
7-Percentages in this  table and all other tables are

rounded off to the nearest whole number.

WARD I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x2 :::: 2. 68 
df :::: 2

ns 

WARD I vs WARD II Post-test 

x2 ::::  . 743
df - 2

ns 

t--' 
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Ha2 = A higher proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police than in a Classical Police area will 
report the police in their respective areas are 
polite. 

Data concerning how the citizens felt about the 

politeness of their police was obtained by asking inter

viewees to indicate agreement or disagreement with the 

statement, "The Police in my ward are polite. " Table 

IV-3 contains the results.

There was no significant difference between the 

Ward I interviewees pre-test and post-test attitudes 

about the politeness of the Democratic Team Police offi

cers. Hence, approximately the same proportion of Ward I 

citizens interviewed in September (81%) as in February 

(79%) felt the Team Police officers were polite. 

A post-test comparison of Wards I and II produced 

a significant difference (p < .  001) between the opinions 

of interviewees served by the Team Police and those served 

by Classical Police. Eighty-one percent of the inter

viewees in the Team Police served Ward I agreed their 

police were polite whereas only 52% of the interviewees 

in the Classical Police Ward indicated their police were 

polite. This difference was partially caused by a sub

stantial drop in the proportion of post-test Ward II 



TABLE IV-3: Police in Our Ward are Polite 

WARD I WARD I I

Pre-test 
# % 

Agree 73 79 

Neutral 13 14 

Disagree 5 5 

No Ans wer 1 1 

Total 92 100 

ComE_arison 

WARD I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x2 = 4. 60 
df = 2 

ns 

WARD I vs WARD I I  Post-test 

x2 = 22. 91 

Post-test 
4fa % 

82 81 

1 7  1 7  

3 3 

0 0 

102 101 

df = 3 
Significant (p < . 00 1, x2=16. 30) 

Pre-test Post-test 
# % # % 

63 71 52  52

14 16 38 38 

7 8 2 2 

5 6 8 8 

89 101 100 100 
I-' 
L,.) 
L,.) 
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interviewees who reported that their police were polite 

(pre-test:71% vs post-test:52%). 

Therefore, while Ha2 as stated must be accepted, 

the experiment has resulted in the reported attitudes 

of interviewees in the Classical Police (Ward II) area 

changing in an unanticipated negative direction. 

Ha3: A lower proportion of citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police Area than in a Classical Police area 
will report the police in their respective areas 
tend to look down on people. 

It is tempting for a Police officer, who has 

been trained to maintain an aloof, objective and imper

sonal attitude, to give citizens the impression he feels 

himself to be superior to the average person. This is 

particularly true when the officer is working in an area 

such as Wards I and II where a large number of the citi

zens speak Spanish as their primary language. The Team 

Policing structure was designed to help alleviate the 

type of police-community insulation that facilitates 

the development of such attitudes. 

In order to evaluate HaJ which is related to 

this area, interviewees were asked to agree or disagree 

with the statement, "The police in my ward tend to 'look 

down' on most people." (See Table IV-4). 



TABLE IV-4; Police in My Ward Tend to 'Look Down' on Most People 

WARD I 

Agree 

Neutral 

Disagree 

No Answer 

Total 

ComE_arison 

Pre-test 
It % 

14 15 

25 27 

52 56 

1 1 

92 99 

Post-test 
It % 

6 6 

32 31 

63 63 

1 1 

102 101 

WARD I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x
2 = 3.11 

df = 2 
ns 

WARD I vs WARD II Post-test 

x
2 = 8.45 

df = 2

Significant (p <. OS, x2=5. 99) 

WARD II 
Pre-test 
IF % 

15 17 

32 36 

41 46 

1 1 

89 100 

Post-test 
It % 

17 17 

36 36 

45 45 

2 2 

100 100 
I-' 
L,.J 
V, 
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The pre-test results do not show any signifi

cant difference in the original attitudes of the inter

viewees on this question. Approximately 15% of the 

interviewees served by Team Police and 17% of inter

viewees served by Classical Police felt their police 

"tend to look down on most people. " The post-test data 

collected in the Classical Police area is unchanged-

in fact, it shows the interviewees attitudes reported 

in March are identical to those reported in September. 

The Team Police (Ward I) interviewees attitudes 

were considerably higher, although not enough for stat

istical significance, in the post-test than in the pre

test. However, this change was sufficient to result in 

the difference between the post-test citizen attitudes 

from'the Team Police and Classical police areas being 

significally different (p<.05). A smaller proportion 

of the interviewees in the Team Police (Ward I) area 

than in the Classical Police (Ward II) area said their 

police .. . "tend to look down on most people. " The re

ported attitudes of interviewees in the Team Police area 

were higher in post-test than they were in the pre-test, 

a change which reflects a positive project impact. 

The results support Ha3 and it is accepted as valid. 
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A higher proportion of the citizen_s in a Democra
tic Team Police area than in a Classical Police 
area will report the police in their respective 
areas are anxious to help people. 

To obtain data that would reflect the effect of 

the Team Policing project on establishing among citizens 

the feeling that police officers are interested in help

them, interviewers asked interviewees the extent they 

agreed or disagreed with the statement, "The police in 

,ny ward are anxious to help people." Table IV-5 contains 

the compiled results of the interviewee responses to 

this state:nent. 

The pre-test results show interviewee attitudes 

to have been nearly identical in the two wards in Feb

ruary. The attitudes of interviewees in the Team Police 

(Ward I) area were slightly more favorable toward Team 

Police officers in Septe�ber, however, the changes in 

Ward I attitudes were not great enough to be statistically 

significant. However, in the Classical Police area 

(Ward II), the proportion of interviewees, who reported 

their police were anxious to help people, was 21% lower 

than in the pre-test. 

Again this data reflects that the project has 

not significantly affected the attitudes of citizen 



TABLE IV-5: Police in My Ward are Anxious to Help People 

WARD I 

Agree 

Neutral 

Disagree 

No Answer 

Total 

Com.E,arison 

Pre-test 
# % 

57 62

24 26 

11 12

0 0 

92 100 

WARD I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x2 = 3. 11 
df = 2

ns 

WARD I vs WARD Post-test 

x
2 = 15. 38 

Post-test 
1t % 

68 67 

28 28  

5 5 

1 1 

102 101 

df = 2 
Significant (p<::. 001, x2= 13. 80) 

WARD II 
Pre-test 
1t % 

55 61 

20 23 

14 16 

0 0 

Post-test 
1t % 

40 40 

43 43 

15 15 

2 2 

89 100 100 100 t--' 
u.) 
(X) 
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interviewees after the pre-test in Ward I, but has caused 

a significant drop in the reported citizen attitudes in 

the area policed by the Classical Police operation. 

The post-test comparison of the data fron the 

two areas show the difference to be significant at p <.. 001; 

therefore, Ha4 is accepted. 

Has= A higher proportion of the citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police area than in a Classical Police area 
will report the police in their respective areas 
do not use unnecessary force. 

If the police are to cultivate the confidence 

and support of the public, citizens should be confident 

police officers do not use more force than is necessary 

to carry out their legal responsibilities. In an effort 

to assess the Lnpact of the Tea1n Policing experiment on 

citizen opinions about the police use of force, inter

viewees in both wards were asked to agree or disagree 

with the statement, "Police in my ward do not use force 

any ;nore than they have to. " Table IV-6 reflects the 

results. 

Citizen responses in both wards were nearly con

stant in the pre and post-tests. In both cases the 

attitudes of interviewees in Ward I were substantially 



TABLE IV-6: Police in My Ward Do Not Use More 
Force Than They Have To 

WARD I WARD II 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
=II % 

Agree 57 62 

Neutral 21 23 

Disagree 14 15 

No Answer 0 0 

Total 92 100 

Corn.2,arison 

WARD I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x2 
= 1.33 

df = 2 
ns 

WARD I vs WARD II Post-test 

x2 
= 5. 77 

# % 

62 61 

29 28 

11 11 

0 0 

102 100 

df = 2 
ns (For significance p<.05, x2=5.99) 

=II % # % 

43 48 44 44 

31 35 43 43 

15 17 12 12 

0 0 1 1 

89 100 100 100 ....... 
.c
o
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although not significantly, more favorable toward the 

Team Police officers in Ward I than were citizen atti-

tudes in Ward II toward the Classical Police. 

A comparison of Ward I with Ward II post-test 

results also are not significant even though the x2 score 

of 5. 77 is close to the required x2 
= 5. 99. Therefore, 

the evidence concerning police willingness to use un

necessary force is inclusive. Has is rejected. 

A higher proportion of the citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police area than in a Classical Police area 
will report a willingness of citizens in their 
respective areas to assist police. 

The questionnaire had only one statement designed 

to get interviewees impressions about the amount of assist-

ance they felt the police receive from the public. The 

interviewees in each ward were asked to indicate the ex-

tent to which they agreed or disagreed with the statement, 

"The police in our ward get a lot of help from the people 

living in our ward." See Table IV-7 for a suJ1.11ary of the 

results. 

There are no significant differences, either on 

the pre-test or the post-test, between the Ward I and 

Ward II interviewee attitudes about the extent to which 



TABLE IV-7: The Police in Our Ward Get A 
Lot of HelE From Citizens 

WARD I WARD II 

Agree 

Neutral 

Disagree 

No Answer 

Total 

ComEarison 

Pre-test 
1F % 

38 41 

28 30 

25 28" 

1 1 

92 100 

Ward I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x2 
= 2.07 

df = 2 
ns 

WARD I vs WARD II Post-test 

x 2 
= 2. so 

df = 2 
ns 

Post-test 
if % 

40 39 

39 38 

20 20 

3 3 

102 100 . 

Pre-test 
1F %

30 33 

36 40 

23 26 

0 0 

89 99 

Post-test 
1F %

31 31 

49 49 

17 17 

3 3 

100 100 
t-' 
.i::-
N 
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citizens help police. Apparently the project had no 

substantial effect on interviewee attitudes in either 

the Team or Classical Police area. 

Based on these results Ha6 must be rejected. 

A higher proportion of the citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police area than in a Classical Police area 
will report the police in their respective areas 
are honest. 

Table IV-8 contains a compilation of the data 

obtained when interviewees were asked to agree or disagree 

with the statement, "The police in our ward are honest. " 

Although the interviewees in the Team Policing (Ward I) 

area reported more favorable attitudes at both pre-test 

and post-test than the attitudes reported in Ward II, 

both wards reflected a negative attitude change between 

the pre-test and the post-test. 

In Septetnber the proportion of interviewees in 

the Team Police area who agreed their police were honest 

was 8% lower than in the February pre-test. In the 

Classical police 12% fewer interviewees felt the police 

in their area were honest. These negative trends in 

attitude toward police honesty are not distinct enough 

to be statistically significant. However, the change 

between the pre-test and post-test is sufficient to 



TABLE IV-8: The Police In Our Ward Are Honest 

WARD I 
Pre-test 
:/I % 

Agree 70 77 

Neutral 18 20 

Disagree 4 4 

No Answer 0 0 

Total 92 101 

Com.E_arison 

WARD I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x
2 = 2 . 20 

df = 2 
ns 

WARD I vs WARD II Post-test 

x
2 

= 4. 52

Post-test 
:/I % 

70 69 

29 28 

3 3 

0 0 

102 100 

df = 2 
ns (Significance p <.05, x

2=5.99)

WARD II 
Pre-test Post-test 
IF % IF % 

58 65 53 53 

25 28 40 40 

6 7 5 5 

0 0 2 2 

100 100 100 100 I-' 
+'
�
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produce a statistical significant difference between the 

post-test results in the two areas. Therefore, Hal is

accepted. 

A higher proportion of the citizens in a Democratic 
Team Police area than in a Classical Police area 
will report the police in their respective areas 
are better than the police outside of their area. 

The basic purpose of the Team Policing experiment 

was to improve the overall quality of policing in Ward I. 

In an effort to get data which would reflect on the 

success of the experiment, the interviewees in both 

wards were asked to agree or disagree with the statement, 

"The police in our ward are better than police in other 

wards." These results are reported in Table IV-9. 

Although the responses of interviewees were very 

similar when the pre-test data was collected in February, 

in September the post-test revealed a substantial differ

ence. In the Team Police area the proportion of inter

viewees who felt Team Police were better than other 

police was 14% higher than on the pre-test. At the end 

of the project, data from Ward II reflected 7% fewer

interviewees felt their police to be better than those

in other areas. 



TABLE IV-9: The Police In Our Ward Are Better 
Than Police In Other Wards 

Pre-test 
# % 

WARD I 
Post-test 
tt % 

Agree 17 18 32 32 

Neutral 57 62 61 61 

Disagree 18 20 9 8 

No Answer 0 0 0 0 

Total .2.2 100 102 101 

ComE_arison 

WARD I Pre-test vs Post-test 

x
2 = 7. 23 

df = 2

Significant (p<. 05, x
2=5. 99) 

WARD I vs WARD II Post-test 

x
2 = 24 . 45 

df = 2

Significant (p4' . 001, x
2=13 . 80) 

WARD II 
Pre-test 
tt % 

12 13 

59 66 

17 19 

1 1 

Post-test 
# % 

5 5 

74 74 

19 19 

2 2 

89 99 100 100 I-' 
+:'-
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At the end of the experimental period, citizens 

who lived in the Team Police area had significantly 

higher opinions of the quality of their police than citi

zens who lived in Ward II had of their police (p<. 001). 

These results confirm Ha8 is valid . 

In sum.nary, the preceeding results reveal that the 

most salient trends in citizen attitude changes occurring 

during this study were: 

1. In Ward I when interviewees attitudes toward
their (Team) police did not remain stable,
they tended to change slightly in a positive
direction.

2. In Ward II when interviewees attitudes toward
their (Classical) Police did not remain stable,
they tended to change sharply in a negative
direction.

3. Interviewees attitudes about the quality of
Tea� Police changed in a distinctly positive
direction.

Further, it is important to recognize that none of 

the attitudinal data collected during the course of the 

study reveals more negative citizen attitudes toward the 

Team Police than toward the Classical Police. Similarly, 

only one (Honesty) of the attitudinal changes toward the 

police in the experi�ental Team area was in a negative 

direction. 
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Clientele Attitude Results 

The previously explained problem encountered in 

drawing a pre-test sample of police clientele forced the 

cancellation of the pre-test data collection in the area 

of clientele attitudes. Hence, the data on clientele 

attitudes are the result of post-tests in the experimental 

and control areas. This forces reliance on post-test 

co,nparisons which, particularly in light of the results 

from the citizen attitude study, produces less meaningful 

information than the original pre-test/post-test design. 

However, since the clientele data collection instrument 

is designed to obtain specific information--from police 

clients, who have had personal experience--about the 

quality of police responses, and services, the results 

are less likely to have been influenced by the publicity 

surrounding the experi.nent than are the results of an 

opinion survey of citizens who in most instan ces have not 

personally received police services. None-the-less, the 

possibility of distorted data certainly exists. 

The data, obtained from clientele who received 

police services during the last �onth of the experiment 

(August, 1971) are summarized in Tables IV-10 through 
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IV-15. Collectively these results will be utilized to

answer the research question, ''what changes in Clientele

attitudes toward the police appear to occur in a neighbor

hood where a Democratic Team Police arrangement is imple

mented'?" A simple Chi-square (X2) test will be used to

assess the validity of hypotheses related to this research

question. The significance level is p<..05.

Hb1: A higher proportion of the police clientele in a 
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report lower 
police response time. 

Clientele impressions of police response time 

are important in this study for two reasons. First, some 

people doubt whether a Collegial organization can provide 

police services as rapidly as a Bureaucratic organization. 

Second, there is reason to believe that citizen perceptions 

of police response time influence their opinions concerning 

police efficiency. 

The data for comparing the response times of the 

Team with Classical Police was obtained by asking the 

clients served by each group, "How many minutes would you 

estimate lapsed between the time you called the police 

and an officer arrived?" The clientele responses are 
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summarized in Table IV-10. 

The proportion of clients served by the Team 

Police who reported less than a 6 minute time lapse was 

over twice as large as the proportion in the Classical 

Police area (Team Police = 54%; Classical Police ; 26%). 

The difference between the reported response times of the 

two police groups is significant at p <. 05. Since Team 

Police clients reported a faster response time than 

Classical clients, Hbl is accepted as valid. 

TABLE IV-10: Estimated Response Time 

Time Lapse WARD I WARD II

IF % IF % 

Less than 6 minutes 25 54 13 26 

7 - 11 minutes 7 15 12 24 

Over 12 minutes 12 26 17 33 

No answer. 2 4 9 18 

Total 46 99 51 101 

Comparison 

WARD I vs WARD II

x2 = 10. 19
df = 3 

2 Significant (p <. 05, X = 7. 81) 
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An attempt was made to compare these clientele 

impressions of police response time with the official 

time reported on police records. However, police records 

were inadequate for such a comparison. Therefore, re

gardless of the actual response time, 28% more clients 

in Ward I than in Ward II felt that their police responded 

in less than six minutes. 

A higher proportion of police clientele in a Demo
cratic Team Police neighborhood than in a Classical 
Police neighborhood will report positive police 
attitudes. 

Data for testing this hypothesis was obtained by 

asking police clients in the experimental Team Police and 

Control Classical Police areas, ''What was the attitude of 

the officer (s) who responded to your request?" The 

client opinions were recorded in the categories of (1) 

anxious to do a good job, (2) concerned, (3) indifferent 

or bored, (4) sarcastic or hostile, and (5) no answer. 

Table IV-11 summarized the clients' impressions 

of responding officers' attitudes. A higher proportion 

of the Team Police than the Classical Police clients had 

positive impressions of the attitudeds of officers who 

served them. Specifically, 35% of the Ward I interviewees 
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felt the police who provided them with service were 

anxious to do a good job, whereas 18% of the Ward II 

clients interviewed reported this impression. 

On the other hand, 22% of the Classical Police 

clients, as compared to 9% of the Team Police clients, 

expressed impressions of negative attitudes on the part 

of officers who assisted them. 

A comparison of the responses of these two clien

tele groups by use of x
2 shows the differences are signi

ficant at p<. 05. Based on this data, Hb2 
is accepted

as valid. 

However, even though the clients in Ward I ex

pressed more distinctly positive attitudes than those in 

Ward II, when the positive attitudes in Ward I are added 

together and compared with those in Ward II, 83% of the 

clients in Ward I and 79% of the clients in Ward II ex

pressed positive attitudes about the police in their 

respective ward. This similarity is grounds for a 

cautious interpretation of the data. 

Hb3: A higher proportion of the police clientele in a
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report they 
receive courteous treatment from the police. 
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TABLE IV-11: What Was Officer Attitude'? 

Officer Attitude 

Anxious to do a 
good job 

Concerned 

Indifferent; bored 

Sarcastic; hostile 

No Answer 

Total 

Comparison 

WARD I vs WARD I I 

x
2 

= 11.18 

WARD I 
{! % 

16 

22 

4 

0 

4 

46 

36 

48 

9 

0 

9 

101 

df = 4 
Significant (p<.05, x

2 
= 9. 48) 

WARD II 
{F % 

9 

31 

9 

2 

0 

51 

18 

61 

18 

4 

0 

101 

Table IV-12 contains the compiled responses to 

the question, "How would you characterize the treatment 

you received from the police?" 

Twenty-four percent of the Team Police clients, 

as compared to 6% of the Classical Police clients inter

viewed, felt the police who contacted them were "except

ionally courteous. " Ninety-four percent of the Team 
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Police clients indicated that the officers who handled 

their problem were either "courteous" or "extemely 

courteous. " In the Classical Police area the data re

flects a more negative impression of the officers' 

manners. However, the difference between the two wards 

is not significant at the p <. 05 level. Since the x2

is close to the p<. 05 level, the Team operation obvi

ously has not caused poorer attitudes or more discourtesy 

on the part of police officers. 

TABLE IV-12: How Would You Characterize the 
treatment You Received from the Police? 

Treatment 

Exceptionally courteous 

Courteous 

Not courteous; 
not offensive 

Discourteously 

No Answer 

Total 

Comparison 

WARD I vs WARD 

x2 = 7.73 
df = 3

I I  

WARD I 
lfo % 

11 

32

2 

0 

1 

46 

24 

70 

4 

2 

2 

100 

ns (For significance at p c:::,. 05, X

WARD II 
lfo % 

3 

41 

5 

1 

1 

51 

= 

6 

80 

10 

2 

2 

100 

7.81) 
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Hb4: A higher proportion of the police clientele in a 
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report more 
favorable attitudes toward the police after they 
receive police service. 

To obtain data for testing this hypothesis, police 

clientele in the Ward I and Ward II areas were asked two 

questions, ''What was your attitude toward the police 

officer before he handled your problem·?" and ''what: was 

your attitude toward the police officer after he handled 

your problem? " Table IV-13 summarizes the responses to 

these two questions. 

The data reflects clientele attitudes in both 

wards moved from indifferent opinions to either more 

favorable or more unfavorable positions after police 

provided service. However, Ward II Classical Police 

clients changed from a neutral position to both more 

positive and more negative, whereas the Ward I Team 

Police clients reported consistently positive attitude 

changes. 

The change in Ward I attitudes before and after 

the provision of police service is significant at p< .OS 

level. In addition, the difference between the Ward I 

and Ward II r;After" scores are also significant at a 



TABLE IV-13: Client's Attitudes Toward the Police Officer 
Before and After Police Service 

Clientele WARD I WARD II 
attitudes 
toward the BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER 
.£_olice officer :fF % 

Favorable 23 50 

Indifferent 19 42 

Unfavorable 2 4 

No Answer 2 4 

Total 46 100 

Com_Earison 

WARD I "Before" vs "After" 

x
2 

= 8. 73
df = 2 
Significant (pc.OS, x2 

= 5. 99) 

WARD I "After" vs WARD II "After" 

x2 
= 8.48 

df = 2 
Significant 

IF 

36 

7 

1 

2 

46 

% IF % IF % 

79 17 33 29 57 

15 30 59 13 26 

2 4 8 9 17 

4 0 0 0 0 

100 51 100 51 100 

1..,, 
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p <.OS. Therefore, Hb4 is accepted as true. 

Hb5: A higher proportion of police clientele in a 
Democratic Team Police neighborhood than in a 
Classical Police neighborhood will report satis
faction with the overall quality of service rend
ered by the police. 

Table IV-14 reflects the clients ' reports of 

their impressions about the overall quality of the ser

vice they received from the police. A higher proportion 

of the clients served by Team Police (61%) than is served 

by Classical Police (43%) reported that the service they 

received was good or excellent. Twenty-eight percent of 

the Team Police clients compared to 16% of the Classical 

Police clients said they felt they received excellent 

service. Conversely, 26% of the Team Police clients 

compared to 6% of the Classical Police clients said they 

received "bad" or "very bad" service. However, the 

difference between the attitudes of the two client groups 

is not sufficient for significance at p<. 05 . 

Therefore, even though the difference is sub

stantial and close to the required p <. . OS, the hypothesis 

is rejected. 

In summary, the results of the data collected in 

a post-test of police clientele opinions are as follows: 



TABLE IV-14: Clients' Attitude Toward Overall Quality of 
Service Rendered by Police in This Instance 

WARD I WARD II 
Overall Quality 

of Service # % # % 

Excellent 13 28 8 16 

Good 15 33 14 27 

Not good - not bad 13 28 16 31 

Bad 3 6 8 16 

Very bad 0 0 5 10 

No Answer 2 4 0 0 

Total 46 99 51 100 

Com.E_ar is on 

WARD I vs WARD II 

x
2 

= 8.33 
df = 4 

ns cx2 < .05 = 9 . 48) 
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1. Clients reported the Team Police responded
faster than Classical Police to requests
from citizens.

2. Team Police officers made a more favorable
impression than Classical Police officers
on every scale used to compare client atti
tudes toward the two groups.

Due to the post-test limitation on the data 

evaluation, it is difficult to compare changes which 

occurred. However, if one assumes prior to the experi

ment clientele attitudes in both areas would have beem 

similar, then the Team experiment has been accompanied 

by positive changes in clientele attitudes. 

Police Officer Attitudes Results 

The way a police officer performs can be 

influenced by a variety of factors . The hypotheses te 

tested in this section of the study are designed to pro

vide information to answer the research question, ''What 

changes in attitudes of police appear to occur when 

officers are members of a Democratic Team Police arrange

ment?" Each of these hypotheses was evaluated by scores 

on standardized tests administered to officers in the 

experiment Team and a random sample of 20 non-team 

officers . A t-test was used to assess differences 

(Q.= .05). 
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Hci= Democratic Team Police officers will prefer to 
involve themselves in a wider range of activities 
than will Classical Police officers. 

The O' Neill Activity Scale1 was used to obtain data 

to evaluate Hcl· O'Neill developed this scale to compare 

the extent to which police officers report their prefer

ences to intervene or take action in situations where 

they normally have discretion. The higher the score on 

the scale, the more an officer prefers to initiate dis

creationary action. Table IV-15 summarized the data 

obtained from administrations of this instrument. 

The results of this test show that at the outset 

of the experiment the Team Police (Ward I) officers were 

more willing to involve themselves in a broader range of 

activities than were the Classical Police (Ward II) 

officers (Significant: p4'. 05). While both groups changed 

in the direction of a preference for a broader range of 

activity performance during the experiment, only the 

upward shift in the Ward II sample 's mean activity 

scores were statistically significant at p<::.05. The 

upward change in the scores of the Classical Police 

sample resulted in no statistical significance between 

the scores of the groups in the post-test. Hence, Hcl 

is rejected. 



TABLE IV-15: Police Activity Preference 

Sample Summary Pre-test Post-test 

Ward I Sample Numb_er 
mean 
Standard deviation 

Ward II Sample Number 
mean 
Standard deviation 

Com.E_arison 

Ward I vs Ward II 
t-score
df 
p 

Pre-test vs Post-test 

Ward I 
t-score
df
p

Ward I I

t-score
df
p 

17 
115. 6

7. 1

20 
109. 1

10. 2

2. 14
35 

. 05

1. 02
28. 

ns

2. 73
37 

. OS

13 
118. 5

7. 8

19 
116. 0

7.6

. 86 
32. 

ns 

t-' °' 
t-' 
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Democratic Team Police officers will perfer to 
rely less on formal action for coping with their 
responsibilities than will Classical Police officers. 

· Data for evaluating the validity of Hcz was ob

tained by comparing the mean scores of two groups on 

an O' Neill Formalism Scale (See·Table IV-16). A lower 

score on this instrument denotes a preference for less 

formal action. 

Both groups maintained stable Formalism scores; 

there was no statistically significant change between 

the pre- and post-tests mean score in either group . 

The Democratic Tea� Officers' mean score was substanti-

ally less on both the pr�-test (pc::.02) and the post-test 

(p< . 005). Based on these results Hcz is accepted as valid. 

Hc3: Democratic Team Police officers will be less 
authoritarian and more tolerant than Classical 
Police officers. 

The California F Scale (Form 45)2 was used to 

collect data for the assessment of Hc3· The lower the 

score on this test, the less authoritarian the respond

ent. Table IV-17 contains the results from this test. 

The Democratic Team Police officers scored lower 

than the Ward II officers on both the pre-test and post

test questionnaires. The Team Police mean score dropped 



TABLE IV-16: Police Formalism Preference 

Sample Summary Pre-test Post-test 

Ward I Sample Number 
mean 
Standard deviation 

Ward II Sample Number 
mean 
Standard deviation 

Corn,Earison 

Ward I vs Ward II

t-score
df
p 

Pre-test vs Post-test 

Ward I 
t-score 
df 
p 

Ward II

t-score
df 
p 

17. 
81. 1
11. 0

20.
89. 5
7 .8  

2. 66
35 

. 02

. 09 
28. 

ns 

.71 
37. 

ns 

13. 
81. 4

8. 2

19. 
91. 4

8. 2

3.30 
32. 

. 005 

r.-' °' 
w 



TABLE IV-17: General Authoritarian 

Sam£le Summaries Pre-test 

Ward I Sample Number 17. 
mean 7 8. 2
Standard deviation 8. 5

Ward II Sample Number 20. 
mean 87 . 3
Standard deviation 11. 5

Com£arison 

Ward I vs Ward II

t-score
df
p

Pre-test vs Post-test 
Ward I 
t-score
df 
p 

Ward II  
t-score
df 
p 

2. 64
35 

. 02

. 07 
27. 

ns 

1.35 
37 . 

. 20 

Post-test 

13. 
77. 9

9 . 4

19. 
92. 6
12 . 1

3. 46
29. 

. 002
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slightly although not enough to be statistically signi

ficant on the post-test, and the Classical Police offi

cers mean score increased slightly but also not signi-

.ficantly (p<::.20). The data analysis requires rejection 

of Hc3 · 

Hc4: Democratic Team Police officers will be less 
prejudiced toward minority people than Classical 
Police officers. 

The California E Scale suggested final form3

was utilized to obtain scores to test Hc4· The lower 

the score on the Scale, the lower the prejudice. Chart 

IV-18 summarized the results obtained from administering

these instruments.

The mean score of the Democratic Team Police 

officers were significantly lower than the Classical 

Police officers on both the pre-test (p.::..001) and 

post-test (p <. 005) . The mean score of both groups 

dropped on the post-test, but in neither case was the 

drop statistically significant. Therefore, Hc4 is 

accepted. 

Hes= Democratic Team Police officers will have a higher 
tolerance for ambuigity than Classical Police 
officers. 



CHART IV-18: Ethnocentrism 

Sam_E,le Summaries 

Ward I 
Mean 
Standard deviation 

Ward II 
Mean 
Standard deviation 

Com,E_arison 

Ward I vs Ward II

t-score
df
p 

Pre-test vs Post-test 
Ward I 
t-score
df 

Ward II 
t-score
df
p

Pre-test 

41. 2
6. 7

51. 7
10. 0

3. 58
35. 

. 001

1. 16
27. 

ns

. 89 
37. 

ns 

Post-test 

38. 5
4. 9

48. 7
10. 3

3. 11
29. 

. 005

I-' 
(J"\ 
(J"\ 
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The Budner Intolerance of Ambuigity Scale4 was 

used to obtain data about Hes · The higher a respondents 

score on this scale, the higher the tolerance for ambig

uity. Table IV-19 reports the results. 

The Democratic Team officers scored significantly 

(p4'.000S) higher than the Classical Police officers 

mean score on the pre-test. However, the mean score of 

the Team Officers' shifted downward and the Classical 

officers' mean score shifted upward on the post-test 

cancelled the significance between the two groups at 

the post-test. Further while the Team officers mean 

score did not change significantly when the pre-test 

and post-test means were compared, the Classical police 

officers scores on the post-test were significantly 

higher (p<. OOl) . Based on this data, Hes is rejected. 

Hc6: Democratic Team Police officers will be more 
flexible than Classical Police officers . 

The test of this hypothesis is based on data 

obtained from administrations of the Gough-Sanford 

Rigidity Scale� The lower the score on this scale, 

the more flexible the respondent. The results are 

presented in Table IV-20. The pre-test mean score of 



TABLE IV-19: Intolerance of Ambiguity 

Sam.:e.le Summaries 

Ward I 
Mean 
Standard deviation 

Ward II 
Mean 
Standard deviation 

Com.:e.arison 

Ward I vs Ward II 
t-score
df
p 

Pre-test vs Post-test 
Ward I 

t-score
df
p 

Ward II 
t-score
df
p 

Pre-test 

53. 3
3. 8

47. 1
3 . 3

5. 21
35. 

. 00005

1. 06
27. 

ns

3. 65
37. 

. 001

Post-test 

51. 5
5. 0

50. 8
2. 9

. 49 
29. 

ns 

� 
0-, 
00 



TABLE IV-20: Rigidity 

Sam.E_le Summaries 

Ward I Sample Number 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 

Ward II

Mean 
_ Standard Deviation 

Com,E_arison 

Ward I vs Ward II

t-score
df
p 

Pre-test vs Post-test 

Ward I 
t-score
df
p 

Ward II

t-score
df
p 

Pre-test 

64. 1
10.0

70 . 3  
7. 3

2. 14
35 . 

. 05 

.14 
27. 

ns 

. 56 
37. 

ns 

Post-test 

63. 5
10. 3

69. 1
5. 6

1. 90
29. 

ns

I-' °' 
\0 
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the Team Police officers was significantly lower (p< . 0: 

than the Classical Police officers. However, the two gr 

means were less distinct on post-test, where the means a 

statistically non-significant. Neither the Team Police 

the Classical Police mean score changed significantly fr 

the pre-test mean on the post-test, although the Team me; 

dropped s lightly and the Classical Officers mean increasE 

Based on the comparison of post-test m eans, Hc6 

must be rejected. 

In summary, the data obtained from testing police 

attitudes reflects the existance of distinct differences 

between the Team Police officers and the Classical Office: 

at the outset of the experiment. The post-test scores of 

both groups are generally in the direction of the m ean of 

a combination of the two groups . 

Conclusion 

This chapter has been devoted to a presentation of 

information related to the implementation of the project 

and the results obtained from the research. In some in

stances the results were unexpected. Such findings should 

increase the value of the final interpretative chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter will be devoted to (1) a review of 

the study and its problems, (2) a summary of the findings 

and conclusions, and (3) a discussion of some implications 

for further research. 

Background of Study 

In a response to severe police and community re

lations problems in a low economic , minority, residential 

neighborhood, the City of Holyoke, Massachusetts, replaced 

the Classical Police arrangement with a Democratic Team 

Police operation. The Team consisted of 15 police officers 

and was assigned responsibility for providing all police 

services i_n the neighborhood. The Team organization was 

collegial rather than Bureaucratic, and it operated from 

a decentralized headquarters near the center of the neigh

borhood. Both citizens and Team officers participated in 

the development of the goals, priorities, and procedures 

used by the Team. 

The initial trial period for this experiment was nine 

171 
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months, during which the program' s effectiveness and 

impact was to be assessed. 

Summary of Research Design and Problems 

Prior to implementation of the community-based, 

Democratic Team, a research design was developed. The 

research was to determine the impact of the experiment 

on (1) citizen attitudes toward the police, (2) clientele 

attitudes toward the police, and (3) the police officers .  

Due to the complex action emphasis of the project, 

the study was to be exploratory, rather than experimental, 

in nature. However , to facilitate precision, the research 

design provided for the comparison of an "experimental" 

area policed by the Team, with a "control" area policed by 

traditional methods. In short, although the emphasis was 

on the action program, the research design provided for a 

high degree of control. 

Identical instruments were used for the collection 

of comparable data from both areas before and after the 

experiment. The data collection instruments for citizen 

and clientele attitudes were specially prepared 
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questionnaires. Standardized attitude and personality 

scales were used to obtain information about police 

officers. 

Problems Encountered in Implementing Research 

The i�plementation of the study was not entirely 

consistent with the original design. The most signifi-

cant deviations were: 

1. The pre-test of citizen attitudes was de
layed until after implementation of the Team
Police unit. Therefore, the pre-test data
obtained may have been contaminated.

2. The pre-test of clientele attitudes was not
conducted Therefore, there was no baseline
data in this area.

3. Volunteers were used for the Team. There
fore, the accuracy of predictions about
future Team Police units may have been
effected. Extensive publicity about the
Team Police operation may have reduced the
value of the controls and created an unnat
ural situation which may not exist in future
exp.eriments with Team Police operations.

Although these problems were not serious enough 

to render the study meaningless, the recognition of their existance 

is essential to a fair evaluation of the findings. 

Conclusions About Causes of Research Problems 

A review of the probable causes of the research 
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problems may be useful to researchers who conduct similar 

studies in t he future. The situations which seemed to 

have the most substantial impact on the research were: 

1. The political environment into which the
Team Police project was thrusted consisted
of numerous persons and groups with con
flicting interests , a variety of apprehen
sions and fears, competing philosophies ,
different levels of understanding of the
project, and unsettled authority.

2. The planners misunderstood the environment
and the organization to be changed.

3. The financial support for the proJect was
shared by three separate organizations--
the City of Holyoke, the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (under the U . S.
Dept. of Justice) ,  and Model Cities (under
the U . S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Devel
opment). Acceptance of funds from each of
these agencies required relinquishing some
authority over the project. When considered
individually, the influence of imposed con
ditions were usually insignificant, however ,
collectively they caused substantial �edifi
cations in the initial project and research .

4. The fragmentation of administrative respon
sibility for the project - particularly be
tween the Police Chief and the Model Cities
Director. Not only were there differences
in philosophy, but also competition for
credit for the project.

5. Inaccurate estimates of ti�e requirements
and the ability of the various agencies and
consultants to prepare for and perform the
procedures and tasks required for efficient
implementation of the project and the research.
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6. The desire of officials , who felt the would
be held responsible, to make the project
appear successful regardless of its actual
impact.

Strategies for eliminating many of these situations 

can be identified easily by future researchers. The prep

aration of future research should include consideration of 

ways to minimize the impact of these problems. 

Findings and Conclusions 

The exploratory nature of this study mandates caut

ion in the presentation and interpretation of findings. 

However, even the most cautious interpretation of the re

sults support the fact that community-based, participatory, 

Team Police organizational arrangements have potential for 

improving public attitudes toward the police. Further, such 

arrangements may have a positive impact on employee work 

attitudes 

The following section provides a more precise 

summary of the results of this study. 

Citizen Attitudes 

The results of the study of citizen attitudes are 

summarized in Table V-1. Basically, in the experimental 

neighborhood, the attitudes of citizens toward the police 
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TABLE V-1: Summary of Comparison of Citizen Attitudes* 

Summary of 
Hypotheses 

Accepted Direction of Attitude Change*** 
Hypotheses7** Ward I Ward II

(Team Area)(Classical Area) 

Team is better. Yes 

Team is most honest. Yes 

Citizens more likely 
to help Team. 

Team uses less force. 

Team more anxious to 
help. 

Team more likely to 
view people as equals. 

Team is more polite. 

Team more likely to 
like people. 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

*Based on a comparison of pre-test and post-test.** Cl. =  p < .  05. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

***Positive c hange ·= +; no change = O; negative change - -
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tended to remain constant or change in a positive dir

ection during the experiment. On the other hand, atti

tudes of citizens in the area policed by the Classical 

Police arrangements tended to remain constant or changed 

in a negative direction. However, a more detailed ex

planation is essential. 

First, it seems reasonable to assume the changes 

in citizen attitudes toward the Team Police were greater 

than reflected by the data. The consensus of opinion was 

that Ward I (where the Team was initiated) citizen atti

tudes toward the police were more negative than those of 

citizens in Ward II (the Classical area) prior to the 

experiment. However, since the pre-test data was not 

collected until over a month after the implementation of 

the Team Police unit, this situation was not reflected 

in the "pre-test" results. The possibility of contamin

ation was enhanced by a fire which destroyed the original 

Team Police neighborhood headquarters and the homes of 

many citizens. This fire resulted in the Team Police 

officers receiving extensive favorable publicity which 

cast them as both ,nartyrs and "folk heroes. " 

Second, the intensity of the favorable publicity 
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surrounding the Team throughout the project seems to have 

affected citizen attitudes toward the Classical Police in 

the control area. These attitudes toward the Classical 

Police tended to shift in a negative direction. In some 

instances the shifts were too distinct to have been 

the result of chance. While there is no sure way of 

establishing the cause of this shift, the publicity 

surrounding the experiment probably produced the change. 

Further evidence for this conclusion is reflected in 

the section on police attitudes. 

Although, as indicated in Chapter I, the method

ology of this study was not adequate for precise ident

ification of causal variables, the findings seem to 

support the general conclusions in other Team Police 

related literature. Even the most conservative inter-

pretation of the citizen attitude results would find 

that the experiment did not have a negative impact on 

citizen attitudes. 

Clientele Attitudes 

The cancellation of the pre-test of clientele 

attitudes forced reliance on comparisons of the post

test clientele attitude results from the two Wards. 
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Since clientele have first hand experience with the 

police it is likely their attitudes about the police 

will be more accurate than those of citizens who have 

not had personal contact. Therefore, in spite of the 

lack of pre-test, it is likely the results of the client

ele post-test will more accurately reflect actual differ

ences between the Team Police and Classical Police than 

do the previously reported results of citizen attitude 

testing . 

Table V-2 summarizes the clientele post-test. 

These results show client attitudes toward the Team 

Police were more favorable than those toward Classical 

Police in every test area. In the single instance where 

it was possible to compare the direction of change in 

citizen attitudes, the citizens who received service 

from the Team Police officers reported only positive 

changes, whereas the Classical clients reported both 

positive and negative changes. 

Therefore, it appears the Teaill Police officers 

probably conducted themselves differently than the 

Classical officers. They seem to have had a illOre posi

tive impact on their clients attitudes than the regular 

police had on their clients. 
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TABLE V-2: Summary of Clientele Attitude Findings* 

Summary of 
Hypotheses 

Accepted Direction of Change*7 
Hypotheses?** Ward I Ward II

(Team Area) (Classical Ar 

Team responds 
faster. 

Team attitudes 
better . 

Team more courteous. 

Clients more impressed 
by Team. 

Clients more satisfied 
with Team performance. 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

*Based on post-test comparison
** CC. = p < .  0 5 . 

NC 

NC 

NC 

+ 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

From 0 
to + and 

NC 

***Positive change = +; no change = O ;  negative change 
no comparison possible = NC. 
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This difference could be the result of a variety 

of specific variables ranging from the Hawthorne effect, 

to training, to the fact that the Team Police officers 

had distinctly different personality characteristics 

than the Classical officers. 

Police Attitudes 

To obtain data for the assessment of the impact 

of th 2 experiment on the attitudes and personality of 

police officers, a battery of previously validated psy

chological instruments was administered to the Team mem

bers and a control group, both before the actual imple

mentation of the experiment and at the end of the test 

period. The summary of the basic findings obtained are 

reflected in Table V-3. 

These findings seem to show that the volunteers 

for the Team Police .unit preferred to involve themselves 

in a wider range of activities than the police officers 

in the Classical Police control area. The Team Police 

officers seem to prefer to rely less on the use of arrest 

and the standard operating procedures of the Holyoke 

Police Departillent, preferring instead less formal methods 

of resolving issues, than the officers in the Classical 
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TABLE V-3: Summary of Police Test Findings�"" 

Summary of 
Hypotheses 

Team Police will 
prefer broader 
activity 

Team Police will 
rely less on 
formal methods 

Team Police will 
be less authori
tarian 

Team Police will 
be less prej udice 

Team Police will 
be more tolerant 
of ambiguity 

Team Police will 
be more flexible 

Accepted 
Hypotheses?** 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Direction of Change 
Team Classical 

Officers Officers 

Broader 
Activity 

No 
Change 

Less 

Less 

Less 

No 
Change 

Broader 
Activity 

No 
Change 

More 

Less 

More 

No 
Change 

*Based on a comparison of scores on
( 1) O' Neill Activity Scale, (2) O'Neill Formalism Scale ,
(3) California F. Scale form 45� (4) California E Scale
final form, (5) Budner Intolerance of Ambiguity Scale,

(6) Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale.
*�'l-Post-test comparison; Ct= p <. . 05.
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area. At the outset of the experiment, the Team officers 

more than the Controls, felt the arrest to be a drastic 

course of action for use only when other alternatives 

have · failed. 

The Team Police offi cers appear to confo nn more 

to O ' Neill ' s  "Social Agent" category of policing in that 

they reported a preference for according social service 

responsibilities as much esteem as criminal apprehension 

activities � The control group tended to prefer to reject 

service functions in favor of apprehending law violators. 

These results are consistent with what one might 

predict for a group of police officers who would volunteer 

for a project which had been described as more flexible , 

less authoritarian, and more service oriented than the 

traditional approach to policing. 

Interpretation of the difference between the 

pre-test and post-test scores is difficult. Although 

the mean scores of Team officers changed slightly, by

and-large the changes were not significant. However, 

on several scales the mean scores of officers in the 

control area changed significantly in the direction 

which it was expected the Team officers would change. 
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There are a number of reasons why such results 

may have occurred. Primary among them is the fact that 

the non-team office rs may not have constituted an inter

action-free control group as originally anticipated. 

Though they did not participate as Team members, all 

Holyoke police officers were exposed to the existance 

of the Team Police philosophy and the Team Police Unit. 

The control area officers were aware of the increased 

status which Team officers received by virtue of their 

unorthodox operational approaches and the initiatives 

they took in serving their clients. Further, most non

team officers accepted as valid the rumor that because 

of the Team officers' behavior they received more over

time pay, travel, opportunities, and training. 

Therefore, what may have resulted is an experi

ment in reverse-an observation which is also supported 

by the previously discussed citizen attitude results . The 

intended control group' s change in the direct ion of the 

unrepresentive experimental group may have been caused 

by their perceptions of the success of the experimental 

group attitudes and methods. 
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Conclusions 

The research data obtained is inadequate as a 

basis for judging the success or failure of the Democratic 

Team. Police Model. The precision of the research, which 

was not originally high, was further reduced by problems 

encountered in the course of implementing the research 

design . However, the results of this study support several 

cone lusions which may be u seful in future research. 

1. Given the in tensity of the publicity and
political debate surrounding the experiment,
the control area in this experiment probably
was not adequately insulated from the experi
mental area.

2. The approach to obtaining personnel for the
experimental area by explaining the experi
ment and then accepting volunteers likely
resulted in participants who are philosoph
ically in agreement with the goals and meth
ods being tested ; consequently, the results
may not be typical . Future researchers should
be aware of the significant differences in
the control and experimental officers which
was caused by this self selection.

3. The experiment seemed to cause citizens
attitudes toward the police to remain the
same or change in a positive direction in
the Team Police neighborhood and to remain
the same or change in a negative direction
in the area policed by the Classical organi
zational arrangement.

4. The . most significant variable in this experi
ment ; given the nature and directions of the
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changes, may have been the highly favorable 
publicity generated by the mass media. The
planning of future Team experiments should 
include considerations of thepossible dual 
impact, positive on the experimental group 
and negative on the control group, which may 
have occurred in this study . 

5. The attitudes of police officers, who volun
terred for the Team Police unit, were more
supportive of police performing discretionary
social service functions and a wider u se  of
discretionary actions than police who did
not volunteer.

6. Police officers who volunteered for the Team
Police unit were initially and remained (a)
less authoritarian, (b) less prejudice, (c)
more tolerant of ambiguity, and (d) less
rigid than police officers who did not
volunteer.

7. When the attitudes of police clients who
received services from the Team Police offi
cers are compared to the attitudes of clients
who received services from non-team officers,
the clients who received service from the
Team Police officers were significantly more
favorable.

8. None of the data collected could be inter
preted as an indication that decentralized,
community-based Team Police organizational
arrangements with collegial decision making
and informal situational leadership is any
less effective than the Classical Bureau
cratic Police ·organizational model.

9. The bulk of the evidence supports the concept
of decentralized , community-based, participatory
Team Police arrangements as a viable approach
to urban policing which should be subject to
further testings.
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The measures of community opinion indicate the 

people served by the Team were generally pleased with 

its performance. The officers assigned to the Team 

appear to respond and handle client requests in a way 

which satisfied the clients. The reduced reliance on 

authority did not have a negative impact on the perfor

mance of the Team in those areas measured. In fact, if 

one is to believe the expressions of the Team officers 

during informal discussions, these men have had marked 

improvements in their work attitudes as a result of the 

collegial Team arrangement. 

Recommendations 

Since the completion of the data collection for 

this study several other studies of Team Police experi

ments have been initiated. It seems that each of these 

studies have been plagued by the problems similar to 

those encountered in this study. For example, Tortoriello 

and Blatt ' s  study of Community-Centered Team Policing in 

Dayton is an extreme example of the conflict between an 

2 action program and research. They were not hired to

design the research until the Team Police project was 

nearly completed. 
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Bloch and Specht issued an evaluation report 

on a New York City Team Police experiment which was re-

3 duced in value because of similar problems. Of this

study., Sherman says� ; 'The original notion of obtaining 

obj ective measures was largley abandoned. . . .  the action 

goals of the police department made the research goals 

unattainable. " 

In perhaps the most expensive evaluation of a 

team policing experiment ever undertaken, Schwartz and 

his colleagues have issued several reports on their cont

inuing evaluation of the Cincinnati police ? In spite of 

a Police Foundation investment of over $400, 000 in re

search alone, the problems in Cincinnati appear strikingly 

similar to those encountered in Holyoke. For example, 

in the first interim evaluation report Schwartz acknow-

6
ledges, 

During the period June 1972 - March 1973 (before Team 
implementation) the Cincinnati Police Department initi
ated an intensive . . .  information campaign through the 
newspapers, radio and TV. It resulted in several hund
red newspaper articles, including eight special features 
and a substantial number of spot announcements through 
electronic media plus several interviews with police 
officers. In addition, during that period, the CPD 
issued 75, 000 flyers, mostly announcing meetings in 
District I, and 40, 000 general information brochures 
were distributed. 
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If future research into Team policing is to provide 

more than reports of contaminated results, the experiments 

w ill probably have to be designed as low profile, non

controversial efforts. Administrators will have to avoid 

the temptation to present themselves as innovative managers 

at the outset of the experiments and withhold their j udg

ments about the value of the innovation until the research 

has been completed. 

It may be that substantial organizational innova

tions of a highly controversial nature, such as a Demo

cratic Team Policing, may defy experimental testing. 

Researchers might reduce the problems by ensuring the 

political and administrative environment of future Team 

Police experiments is supportive. Further, the advantages 

of testing segiments of the Team Police Model should re

duce conflict and fac.iliate the research. 

As previously stressed, this study was an explor

atory assessment. As such, not only was the design in

adequate for high precision, the dependent variables 

evaluated -- citizen attitudes, clientele attitudes, and 

police attitudes -- were narrow. Future research should 

explore the impact of Team Police 
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arrangements on such factors as police morale and prod

uctivity, crime and disorder, community fear and the 

cost of police service. 

Aside from Holyoke, there does not appear to have 

been any previous Team police arrangements which have 

used a completely collegial model. When one considers 

the fact that. most police ·agencies are investing 30% to 

50% of their resources in management and supervisory 

overhead, the potential value of a collegial model 

becomes apparent. If the collegial design could result 

in even a small reduction in this area it should greatly 

improve police operations. Therefore, future research 

should certainly be devoted to testing the value of the 

collegial organizational arrangement. 

A further area which this study reveals as needing 

research is the impact of the various police roles. The 

popular notion is that police should be crime fighters , 

yet the results of this study seem to indicate that the 

Team Police officers played more of a social agent role. 

Police officers who view themselves as social agents or 

community advocates may enjoy more public support and 

ultimately be more effective in other job areas such 
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as crime prevention. 

Finally, there needs to be further research on 

the areas explored by this study. In spite of the app

arently positive findings, the precise nature and causes 

of the changes accompanying a decentralized, participator' 

Democratic Police model have not been determined. 

Unless further sound research into team policing, 

specifically the Democratic Model, is initiated the organi 

zational approach is likely to continue as an ambiguously 

defined police organizational fad. As such, it will un

doubtedly be a subject of controversy for years in the 

future, and its true potential will not be determined . 
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Footnotes--Chapter V 

See Michael O' Neill, The Role of the Police- -
Normative Role Expectations in a Metropolitan Police 
Department (Albany, New York : SUNY doctoral dissertation, 
1974. ) 

2Thomas Tortoriel lo and Stephen Blatt, Community
Centered Team Policing (Dayton: Criminal Justice Center, 
1973. ) 

3Lawrence Sherman, "Evaluation, " A Comparative
Survey of Team Policing (Washington, D. C. : Unpublished 
research report to Police Foundation, 1972 . )  

Ibid, p. 17. 

5Alfred Schwartz , et al . ,  "Evaluation of Cin
cinnati' s Community Sector Team Policing Program, " 
Working papers 3006-4 (June 30, 1974), 3006-11 (October 
8 ,  1974), and 3006-18 (March 17, 1975) . New York : 
Urban Institute. 

6Ibid, Working paper 3006-4, p. 18 .
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APPENDIX 

POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL 

MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM PROJECT 

(1970) 

HOLYOKE , MASSACHUSETTS 

*This manual was developed by the team members, assisted
by consultants, as they organized their 1970 operation.
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PREFACE 

Although the Holyoke Model Cities Police Team has been 

established as an experimental project to test new methods , 

. policies, and procedures ; the following policies and pro

cedures have been developed by the Team members to provide 

a few basic guidelines for the Units operation. 

Any situation which is not covered in this policy and 

procedure manual should be decided in a manner consistent 

with the philosophy behind the Team Policing concept and 

the material recorded in this manual. 

Changes in or additions to this manual can be initiated 

by the members of the Team and they will become binding upon 

their acceptance by the Project Director. 

Questions concerning decision making authority should 

normally be decided in favor of the most decentralized level 

consistent with the achievement of the objective of effective 

police service for the Team 's jurisdiction. 

In cases where provisions of this manual conflict with 

the general policies and procedures of the. Holyoke Police 

Department, the provisions of this manual will be followed 

by the Team members except in emergencies when the Team con

trol is returned to the regular departmental chain of command. 

December, 1970. 
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE , MASSACHUSETTS 

General Order 70-1 

Internal Administrative Organization 

A. The Team Policing Unit (hereafter referred to as the
Team) is a subdivision of the Holyoke Police Depart
ment that has been assigned the responsibility for
providing police service in the area bordered on the
North and East by the Connecticut River, on the South

. by the Boston and Maine Railroad tracks, the Northern
most section of the Second Level Canal, and a line 
parallel with said Canal to the Connecticut River. It 
shall consist of fourteen (14) police officers and a 
Project Director. 

B. The Team will be under the direction of and coordin
ated by the Team Director, who will be appointed by
the Holyoke Chief of Police and responsible through
the chain of command to the Chief and the Deputy Chief
of Police.

C .  The Proj ect Director will designate in writing a Team 
member or members who will assume command in the event 
of the Project Director ' s  absence. 

D . A Police-Community Relations Council, chaired by the 
Team Director, will be established to assist and ad
vise the Team with personnel selection, police-comm
unity relations matters, and such other law enforce
ment and crime prevention problems as its members 
deem appropriate. It shall be composed of six neigh
borhood residents and two regular Team members in 
addition to the Project Director. 

E. All members of the Team will be voting members of a
Committee of the Whole. This Committee will meet at
least twice monthly to provide a forum for consider
ing internal Team organization and management matters.
It will be chaired by a Team member who will be elect
ed for a three-month term by the Team members. It will
provide advice and assistance to the Project Director
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and individual members of the Team. It has the auth
ority to evaluate and censor its own members when it 
deems such action appropriate. 

F. Six Standing Committees, consisting of representatives
elected by the Team members, will be established to
assist the Committee of the Whole with matters of con
tinual importance. The standing Committee that will
be designated initially are :

1. State Liaison Committee
2 . Department Liaison Committee 
3. Personnel Committee
4 .  Organizational Committee 
5. Training Committee
6 . Local Liaison Committee 

G. Four Community Service Officer, (CSO' s) who are resi
dents of the neighborhood area served by the Team,
will be appointed to assist the Team with non-enforce
ment police duties. The CSO ' s  will be responsible to
the Project Director or his designated representative.
They will be non�voting members of the Committee of the
Whole.
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 

General Order 70-2 

Procedures Related to Police Team Meetings 

A.  Committee of the Whole: The Committee of the Whole 
will normally meet between the hours of 7 and 8 p .m. 
on the first and third Monday of each month. Special 
meetings can be called at the discretion of the Pro
ject Di rec tor. 

The Chairman of the Committee of the Whole will be 
elected by Team members for a three-month term . The 
first Chairman will officially assume his office on 
December 1, 1970. 

The Chairman is responsible for developing an agenda 
of items for consideration and for distribut ing it 
prior to each meeting . All meetings shall be con
ducted in accordance with Roberts Rules of Order . 

A secretary for the Committee of the Whole w ill be 
appointed by the Chairman to record the minutes of 
each meeting. After the minutes are recorded and 
approved, they shall be filed in a specifically de
signated place for future reference. 

Only the sworn police officers who are Team members 
shall have the authority to vote on issues considered 
by the Committee of the Whole. CSO' s and other per
sons related to the Team may attend the Committee of 
the Whole meetings and participate in discussion . 
Any person except the Project Director can be ex
cluded from a Committee of the Whole meeting by a 
two-thirds vote of the voting Team members present. 

The Committee of the Whole has broad authority to con
sider both operational and managerial matters related 
to the Team 's activities; however, decisions made by 
the Committee can be overruled by the Project Director. 
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B. Standing Committees : Standing Committee members
shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole with the consent of the Project Director .
Members of Standing Committees shall serve at the
discretion of the Chairman of the Committee of the
Whole and the Project Director. The procedures and
practices of Standing Committees shall be left to
the discretion of the membership of each Standing
Committee.

Each Standing Committee shall have a Chairman who
will be responsible for coordinating and reporting
on the activities of his Committee.

Any Standing Committee can be created or abolished
by a two-thirds vote of the Team members and appro
val of the Project Director.

C. Temporary Committees : The Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole with the consent of the Project Director
can appoint Temporary Committees for dealing with
unusual or temporary situations . The membership and
procedures of such committees shall be dependent on
the circumstances .
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 

General Order 70-3 

Project Director 

The Proj ect Director possesses the authority, duties , 
and responsibilities of his police rank, in this case those 
of a police captain. Further, for the purposes of this 
project, he: 

A. Administers all aspects of the team police
ing proj ect contract. Of particular impor
tance are his fiscal management and data
collection responsibilities.

B. Serves as principal liaison officer between
the team and the remainder of the Police
Department .

C. Possesses the ultimate authority and respon
sibility for the direction of the team' s per
sonnel. Generally, however , the teams activ
ities will be carried out as a group effort
extensively employing the techniques of par
ticipating management.
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 

General Order 70-4 

A .  

Relationship Between Team and Remainder 
of the Police Department 

The Team Policing Unit has been established by the 
Chief of Police as an experimental division of the 
Holyoke Police Department. It is under the directio1 
of a Police Capta in who has been designated ·Project 
Director by the Chief of Police. Although under the 
supervision of the Chief and the Deputy Chief of 
Police , the Project Director is responsible for the 
organization, coordination , and management of the 
experimental unit so as to, insofar as possible,  en
sure a cooperative relationship between its members 
and the remainder of the Police Department. 

B. The Team Policing Unit has the responsibility for
providing police service for the area designated as
its jurisdiction. (See 70-IA). Except for unusually
serious situations, members of the Team Policing Unit
shall not be dispatched to handle activities outside
of their area of responsibility. Likewise, except in
response to serious situations, officers of the PolicE
Department who are not assigned to the Team shall not
be dispatched to handle activities or situations occ
urring within the Team ' s  area of responsibility.

C . Whenever possible in situations where a d ispatcher is
considering sending a non-Team member into a Team
area , he should get permission from a Team member
before proceeding. However, in instances where ob
taining such approval is difficult and it is the
judgment of the dispatcher that a situation within
the Team area needs immediate police attention, he
may dispatch a non-Team member into the area. Routine
dispatching of non-Team members of the Department into
the Team area should never occur. Neither should non
Team patrols routinely enter the Team area.
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D .  With the exception of homicide cases, Team members 
have the authority to decide how far to pursue an 
investigation and if they need assistance from 
specialists such as investigators and j uvenile offi
cers. In cases of homicide the Team members shall 
proceed as follows: secure the crime scene, obtain 
identification of witnesses, notify the Captain of 
Detectives, and turn the investigation over to the 
members of the Detective Bureau upon their arrival 
at the. scene ; they shall make all necessary reports 
and if possible arrest the perpetrator if still at 
the scene. 

E .  No officer of the Holyoke Police Department shall 
refuse when requested to provide assistance to a
nother officer regardless of the area of assignment . 

F. The Project Director will be responsible for making
periodic reports, through the Deputy Chief, to the
Chief of Police concerning the activities and status
of the project.
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 

General Order 70-5 

Genera 1 Procedures Related to Team Operations 

A .  Disciplinary: 

1. Complaints about misconduct on the part of  Team
members are to be recorded and investigated by
the Proj ect Director.

2. The Proj ect Director will present cases of offi
cer misconduct to the Committee of the Whole.

3. The Committee of the Whole has the responsibility
of reviewing such cases, interviewing witnesses ,
and making recommendations to the Proj ect Direc
tor concerning disposition of case.

4 .  Consistent complaints against any Team member or 
a single incident of gross misbehavior on the 
part of a Team member may be grounds for dis
missal from the Team. 

5. Except in cases where two-thirds of the voting
members of the Committee of the Whole recommends
dismissal from the Team, the Project Director
has the power to ignore or overrule any advice
given him by the Committee of  the Whole. In
any instance where two-thirds of the Team mem
bers recommend dismissal of a Team member the
Project Director shall respect their j udgment
and the officer shall be dropped from the Team.

B .  Work Assignment: 

1. The authority to develop work schedules that are
appropriate to the needs of the community lies
with the Team members and the Project Director.

2. Records on the work loads and personnel matters
shall be maintained by the Project Director.
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C .

3. Twenty-four hour-a-day coverage shall be provided
in the area.

4. Team members will work the same number of hours
per week required of other police officers on the
Holyoke Police Department.

5. Team members will receive the same amount of time
for vacations , sick leave, and days off as other
Holyoke Police Officers.

6. Community and Team Committee me.etings are consid
ered part of the officers on-duty time and spent
in these meetings will be considered as part of
his police duty.

7. Records and the administration of work, plans,
holidays, days off, sick days, vacations, and
other personnel matters shall be administered
by the Project Director who may delegate this
responsibility to any Team member.

8. The Project Director may at his discretion read
just work schedules or obtain alternative Team
members to assist the Team in emergencies.

9. Assignments shall be periodically evaluated by
the Team of a Team Committee to, insofar as
possible, insure that the manpower assignments
coincide with the policing needs of the community .

Financing: 

1. The Project Director with the assistance of Team
members shall be responsible for administering the
budget of the Team Police Unit .

2. The Team has a responsibility to assist the Pro
ject Director in obtaining additional funds for
the support of the policing activities in their
jurisdiction (e . g. Team members may prepare pro
posals for obtaining grants to improve their op
erations from private and governmental agencies).
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D .

E .

3. The Team . houL' cooperate with and assist citi
zens, community groups and governmental agencies
in their efforts to obtain financial support for
programs related to reducing police problems and
improving police services in the Team area.

Cooperation with Community : 

1. Team members are expected to establish a close
relationship with the community within their area .

2. The Team shall organize and attend open community
meetings related to police problems.

3. The Team headquarters shall be open to the public
for community members use and service.

4. Team members are expected to serve all segments
of the Community, protect the rights of people
within the Community, and cooperate where ever
possible with groups and individuals who are
attempting to improve justice, social tranquility,
and freedom.

5. Team members have a primary responsibility to per
form their duties in a manner that will prevent
crime and disorder from occurring.

6 . Team members are responsible for exercising 
discretion when they are carrying out their 
ponsibilities . 

wise 
res-

7. Team members shall use negative law enforcement
techniques and force only as a last resort.

8. The Team Policing Unit should concentrate on a
philosophy of service and prevention rather than
suppression of crime and disorder.

Community Service Officers: 

1. Community Service Officers (CSO' s) are under the
control of the Project Director.
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2. CSO work schedules and assignments are the res
ponsibility of the Proj ect Director.

3 . CSO 's will assist Team members in carrying out 
the policing responsibilities in the Team area. 

4. The precise duties of CSO ' s  will be defined by
the Team members.

5. CSO' s will never be equipped with firearms.

6 . CSO 's will not be given assignments which are 
normally hazardous. 

7 . CSO 's shall be permitted to participate in Team 
meetings ; but they shall not have a vote in the 
Committee of the Whole. 

F. Personnel Evaluation: The Team shall establish and
assist with the Administration of a system for eval
uating the performance of the individual members of
the Team.

G. Methods of Performing Duties:

1. The basic methods which will be utilized by Team
members in the establishment of work objectives
and performance of their policing responsibility
shall be left to the discretion of the Team mem
bers subject to the approval of the Project Dir
ector.

2. Under no circumstance shall a Team member use
illegal or unethical methods in carrying out
his responsibilities.

3 . When Team members are confronted with police
problems which they cannot handle they are ex
pected to seek advice and assistance from fellow
officers.
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H .

I .

Communication, Dispatching, and Records: 

1. Whenever possible, officers will be dispatched by
the local Team dispatcher; however, requests for
police assistanc e which are in the area of the
Team ' s  responsibility but made to Police Head
quarters shall be dispatched by the Headquarters
dispatcher.

2. All requests for police service will be recorded
on the Complaint Cards in accordance with the re
quirements of the Holyoke Police Report Manual.

3. The records and filing procedures shall be under
the direction of the Project Director.

4. Daily reports initiated by Team members will be
submitted to Police Headquarters prior to the end
of the officer 's duty tour. Copies of every re
port will be filed at the Teams substation.

5. All data processing reports shall be kept at the
Team 's off ice.

6 .  Whenever possible, officers who are on duty will 
be equipped with a personalized portable radio. 

7. In the event of an emergency, all dispatching
responsibilities will be assumed by the Police
Headquarters Dispatcher in order to free all Team
members for street duty.

Uniforms: Team members will be permitted at the dis
cretion of the Project Director to wear a variety of 
uniform and non-uniform clothing. 
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Special Order 70-1 

Formal Assignment of Team as Team 

A. The following personnel are considered to be permanent
members of the Team Policing Unit for this duration of
the Team Policing experiment :

B .

1. Capt . George Burns, Project Director
2. Herve Moreau
3. John Griffin
4. Harold Kennedy
5. Randolph Jackson
6. Robert Kotfila
7. Alan Fletcher
8. Stephen Donoghue
9. Armand Chartier

10. Everett Reed
11. Gerald �cMullan
12. William Gorham
13. James Sullivan
14. Eugene Meabon
15. Russell Labbe

The following members of the Police Department are 
considered to be intermittent members 0 £  the Team 
Policing Unit for the duration of the experiment: 

1 .

2 

3 .

Daniel McCarthy 
Paul Cousineau 
Tomy Maziarz 

The members of the Team are expected to cooperate and 
assist their fellow officers in the organization, 
implementation and operation of efforts in their area 
of responsibility. 

C. Team members are encouraged to offer criticisms and
suggestions that may be used to improve the quality
of police service and reduce police problems in their
jurisdiction .
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D .  Problems and procedures related to the Team Policing 
Unit and its operation are the responsibility of the 
Project Director and the members of the Team. 
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Special Order 70-2 

Assignment to Standing Committees 

Organizational Committee : 

Donoghue 
Gorham 
Jackson 

Personnel Committee: 

Cousineau 
Donoghue 
Reed 

Department Liaison Committee: 

Burns 
Griffin 
Kennedy 

Local Liaison Committee: 

Burns 
Donoghue 
Griffin 

State Liaison Committee: 

Donoghue 
Kennedy 

Training Committee : 

Chartier 
Labbe 
McMullan 
Meabon 
Moreau 
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MODEL CITIES POLICE TEAM 

HOLYOKE , MASSACHUSETTS 

Special Order 70-3 

Assignment to Temporary Committees 

Communications and Records Committee: 

Kotfila 
McMullan 
Maziarz 

Uniform Committee: 

Griffin 
Kennedy 
Sullivan 

Vehicle Committee: 

Burns 
Chartier 
Gorham 
Jackson 
McCarthy 
Moreau 

Physical Location Committee: 

Chartier 
. Kotfila 
McCarthy 
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